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GENERATION 9 DIGITAL CONTROL SURFACE

Designed to integrate flawlessly with the
Wheatstone BRIDGE digital audio network router,
the Generation 9 control surface allows you to
easily create large or small platform -based
systems that are exceptionally user-friendly and
flexible. Wheatstone BRIDGE network cages
house all I/O ports and engine cards, and may
be wired in tandems within a single equipment
room or interconnected to separate remote loca-
tions by means of fiberoptic or CAT -5 cables to
provide single wire studio integration schemes.

Once configured, the system operates entirely
independently of external computers. Configu-
ration itself is intuitive and carried out onsite by
means of user-friendly graphic interfaces pro-
vided by Wheatstone desktop software. We have
gone to great lengths to make these setups easy
for your field engineers, allowing expansions and
changes to be achieved painlessly. Naturally, the
Generation 9 system also takes full advantage
of Wheatstone's exclusive VDIrconfiguration

software as we I, so that studio functions (like
mutes, fader and timer starts, tallies, etc.) are
easily accomplished right at your desktop. Once
set-up is compleed the desktop is disconnected;
all settings are retained in nonvolatile storage
and the entire system runs standalone. Ethernet
protocol is built in, providing interface with au-
tomation, scheduling, and hardware controllers
as you require.

Whether you're planning a small, centrally
located studio network or a large, multiple for-
mat build -out, the Generation 9 Digital Control
Surface can form the basis for a fully integrated,
reliable and user-friendly broadcast system that
will handle your most demanding requirements
and be able to change with your varying needs
as they arise.

At Wheatstone we have more combined digi-
tal design expertise than anyone. Benefit from
our hard work! Choose WHEATSTONE - the
Digital Audio Leader.

VVI-)c)t_x-tc)r-) Cc)r-orcItior-7
600 Industrial Drive. New Bern. North Carolina. USA 28562
www. wheatstone. corn sales 0 wheatstone.com tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857

copyright 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation



Drive Your Business.

Introducing

Expressfinancing

on Harris

digital broadcast

equipment.

Ncw you can get 0% Financing*

from

American Express Business Finance

on select Harris digital

broadcast equipment.

0% Financing for 36 months

American Express Business Finance and Harris
Broadcast Communications Division announce a new
limited -time offer for your digital upgrade path.

 Get your digital solution up and running as quickly
as possible with the leading broadcast supplier-
Harris.

 Preserve your cash with a 36 -month, no -interest
financing plan on any equipment purchases of
$10,000.00 or more. Use your working capital to
grow your business and earn higher profits.

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Business
Finance

financing.

 Move into the new generation of radio with digital
solutions specifically designed for your industry.
Don't settle for limited systems- integrate your
business with anything from consoles, networking
to transmission.

For more information on 0% financing of digital
transmitters or other Harris equipment with American
Express, please call your local District Sales Manager
or Sandy Lam at 513-459-3719.

Terms & Conditions Apply Financing available through American Express Business Finance
Corporation to qualified customers in the U.S.Financing is subject to credit approval and
execution of standard American Express Business Finance documentation 0% Financing
available on 36 month term with $ 1 00 purchase option Offer ends December 31, 2003

www.broadcast.harris.com
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TRACKING DOWN THE STORY MIGHT BE HARD.
SENDING IT WON'T.

Unfortunately, the places in the world that make news don't always build the best local communications netwo-ks.

Which can be a bit of a problem for reporers and broadcasters, especially when live transmissions or urgent news

updates are demanded. But, fortunately, Inmarsat has the answer. Jr rather, a range of them. Our unique network

covers almost the ertire globe, with an unrivalled record for reliabiliy. And offers a full suite of Inmarsat Global Area

Network solutions, including high-speed voice, data and video transmission;

web access; e-mail and fax. To find ou: how we can help make sure you -

stories get across, just visit our website at www.inmarsat.corn/media

t 2003 lnmarsat Ltd. All rights reserved

inmarsat
Total Communications Networl.

Wherever. Whenever. Monitoring Tracking Voice Data
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Currents Online
Highlights of news items from the past month

People on the move
 Bill Gould Joins Moseley
 Walt Lowery Joins RF Specialties
 John Bisset Joins Dielectric
 SBE National Election Results Announced
 Burk Appoints New Managers

Harris Conducts DRM Tests in China
The demonstration, conducted in late August at
the SARFT transmitter site outside of Beijing,
showed that Harris DX medium -wave radio
transmitter systems can be converted quickly,
easily and cost-effectively.

Rohn Tower Files for Bankruptcy
The company and five of its direct and indirect
subsidiaries have filed voluntary petitions for
Chapter 11 relief in the United States Bankruptcy
Court for the Southern District of Indiana.

111

FCC Forms Approved and Available
The FCC's Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) has approved the reactivation of forms
301. 314 and 315.

Site Features
10 Years of Radio Magazine

In addition to the period retrospective in each issue,
view the cover gallery and Pick Hits review

from Radio magazine's past.

Currents Online Weekly E-mail
Get the headlines delivered to your e-mail box every

Monday morning. Subscribe today.

Applications & Solutions
Looking for articles on a particular subject? The

Radio magazine website has them organized for you.

Digilin k-Xtreme

the NEXT generation for DUI, 1111, and 11111 systems.,.

... The #1 manufacturer of satellite automation systems for Radio introduces

Digilink-Xtreme, the most important advance in Radio automation in more than a decade.

Combining the best of PC computers and the best of professional Broadcast audio hardware,

Arrakis re -invents Satellite automation,... again !

only $2,495 plus PC

call 970-461-0730 ext 329

arrakis systems inc. www.arrakis-systems.com (970j 461-0730
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A Powerful Combination
Customize your power requirements with Nautel Q series solid state FM transmitters.

Not everyone has the same needs. That's why
Nautel engineers developed the Q series of
transmitters. Each of our solid state 10 and
20kW FM transmitters is designed to integrate
seamlessly with another member of the Q
family. That means you can have 10, 20, 30 or
40 kW of power through simple combinations
of units. Now you have the power to choose.

For over 30 years Nautel has built the best
radio transmitters by blending solid state tech-
nology and innovative engineering design.

nauto
SIMPLY THE BEST ENGINEERED TRANSMITTERS

Q series features
- Redundant Power Amplifiers
- Redundant Power Supplies
- Dual Digital Exciters
- Dual IPA and Power Supplies
- Dual Low Voltage Power Supplies
- 68% overall efficiency

Contact Nautel for more information about
the benefits of our full range of solid state AM
and FM transmitters.

Nautel Limited, 10089 Peggy's Cove Road,
Hackett's Cove. NS, Canada B3Z 3J4

Phone: +1.902.823.2233 Fax +1.902.823.3183

Registered ISO 9001

Nautel Maine Inc., 201 Target Industrial Circle
Bangor ME. USA 04401

Phone: +1.207.947.8200 Fax +1.207.947.3693

Registered ISO 9002

E-mail: info@nautel.com or visit www.nautel.com



Viewpoint

A great save

he IBOC system, branded HD Radio by its
developer, Ibiquity Digital,got a shot in the
arm in August when a new audio encoding
algorithm tailored for the terrestrial digital
system was introduced. The new algo-
rithm, called HDC, was developed jointly
with Coding Technologies. Coding Tech-
nologies is the creator of Spectral Band
Replication (SBR), which enables improved
audio quality at extremely low bit -rates.
You may know Coding Technologies as the
creator of the "Plus" in AAC Plus, the MC
encoding enhancement.

The announcement came at an oppor-
tune time. The NRSC had suspended
its evaluation of the IBOC system
because of the audio quality. It has
since reactivated its work. With the
ongoing delays with a widespread
IBOC rollout, rumors abounded
about the future of an IBOC system.
For now, the work appears to be
moving forward again.

The coding issue has always been
a sore spot for IBOC. Lucent's PAC
algorithm was showcased as the sys-
tem to use, but it had always been
under fire. It was part of the IBOC mix
from the merger between USA Digital

Radio and Lucent Digital Radio in 2000.
Previously,USADR had used AAC. MC was
also used in the tests that were in the reports
submitted to the NRSC. PAC had no track
record and no submitted test data to back
the claim that it was ready. However,broad-
casters knew the score and made their
voices heard.

According to Ibiquity, HDC had been
under development for some time, which
was a well -kept secret. The payoff looks
good, as reports from listening demos
show that HDC makes the grade overall.

Some demo CDs were made available to
NPR personnel for evaluation. I also re-
ceived a demo CD and was able to play it
in several environments, which allowed
me to explore the nuances in the system.

The demo CD contains 10 audio source

Send comments to:

samples. Each source is presented in seven formats: the
original source, FM analog, HDC at 96kb/s, HDC at 64kb/s,
AM analog, HDC at 36kb/s and HDC at 20kb/s. Two of the
samples are spoken voice (male and female), one is
classical, one is a typical promo/commercial and the
remaining six are various styles of rock and pop.

The comparison between the source material and FM
and AM analog broadcast quality provides a baseline
reference to current technology. The analog samples are
listenable and have the conventional sound of our current
technology In my own listening tests,which were not blind,
I was able to hear differences between some of the encod-
ing schemes, but the differences were not troublesome.

Obviously, the highest bit -rate (96kb/s) sounds the best
and most like the original. Even with careful listening
between the two, it was difficult to tell the difference if I could
hear one at all. As I switched to the lower bit -rates, some
subtle differences began to appear.

At 64kb/s, I could sometimes hear a slightly metallic
edge to the audio,particularly in the high frequencies.The
36kb/s samples had a reduced stereo
high frequencies did not have the same sparkle (slight
high -frequency roll off) as the original. At 20kb/s, there
was no stereo separation and the high -frequency roll off
was more pronounced, but it was still listenable and a
marked improvement over current mono AM.

All the differences I detected were subtle. Unless a
listener was able to directly compare the original source
to the encoded version, I don't think that he would be able
to tell a difference. It appears that the Ibiquity team has
found a good solution to the audio encoding problem,
and I congratulate them on their accomplishment. Now
that this major obstacle is out of the way, work can
continue in the other areas.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererPprimediabusiness.com

Find the mic and win
The Radio magazine Find the Mic Sweep-

stakes is back. Find the hidden mic icon on the
Radio magazine covers of 2003 and you could

win a Neumann mic, Sonifex mic preamp or LPB
mic -X10M. Full details are coming in December.

E-mail: beradiogprimediabusiness.com
Fax: 913-967-1905
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The Best Jilt Got Better!
With new rock solid, fully digital mocem technology, the Matrix is the most -enable, best Seim ing
codes available. And now the Matrix offers another to )l for your remotc kit:

'14 IT f*liri CWIT411T4 odu t

Built n GSM Phone.

Aggressive Algorithm delivers 7 kHz on GSM.

Error Handling Technique.

External Antenna.

Increased Power for More Reliable Connections.

Remarkably Stable Modem Technology.

oft"' a
tl.e

Here is what some
numerous Beta Testers had ti say:
Clear :hannel Director of Engineering for St. Louis Daryl McQuinn said:
"Sounds much better than a bad [RN], almost as good as a good [RPU],
and way better than you should ever expect from a cell phone remote!"
but all KLOU's Program Director Al Brock could say was,"Wow!"

Shaur Kassity from Salem Communications' 104.7 The Fish in
Atlanta: "Thanks to Matrix GSM we had the best sounding
remotes ever on our station!"

110;

if- .41k"

All this adds up to better stability, imr roved audio,

and greater flexibility. Aka,* cwi a matrix?
Call us and we'll uugrade yon ec the newest
modem technalogy for FREE! F k_ s vi 11 be happy

to set up a demo of the nevi 3W nxule.

m.c

17" tape m

Steve Kirsch of Silver Lake Audio. "The feed was rock solid.
I'm ve-y impressed-it sounds much better than I, thought it would.

Collin Mutambo, Radio Simba, Kampala, Uganda:
"We are indeed quite impressed."

But our personal favorite, from Jerry Dowd of Jefferson Pilot's WBT in Charlotte, NC'
"We hope to keep the betas until you get nasty with threatening letters."
Thanks Jerry. We'll take that as a compliment!

Testing has been successful in 25 US states and on 6 continents with more results coming n every oay.
The Matrix with the cptional GSM Module delivers 7 kHz on GSM w:reless. Now accepting orders.

Call us today at 800-237-1776 to learn more about the Matrix!

oauultriirmir
viohrinignmaw

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA

Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-78L-1717  Email: info@conirex.com  wwfw.corarex.com



Managing Technolouv

The value of the subcarrier
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

The Microsoft
SPOT watch displays
subcarrier data from two
stations in a market.

he FCC originally enacted the Subsidiary
Communications Authority (SCA) in 1955.
In 1983, the FCC eliminated the licensing
requirement for SCAB that subsequently
permitted radio stations to use thei r subcar-
riers to broadcast essential ly anythi ng. Prior
to that, they were primarily voice -type ser-
vices that included reading services, for-
eign language broadcasts and, lest we for-
get, the static and hiss laden sounds of the

background music services (eleva-
tor music). After this ruling, sta-
tions could host a variety of new
emerging services using not
only analog voice information,
but also data transmissions.
Companies such as Cue Paging
and Bonneville Data began to
frantically negotiate leasing ar-

rangements with stations in the
top 50 markets. In a short time,
these companies were broadcast-
ing a variety of subscription -tai-
lored data to end -users. The data

included custom news, sports, weath-
er,stock/commodity info and messag-

ing/paging. The value of a subcarrier
lease began to climb, particularly to

those stations with the largest coverage
footprint within their market. Of course,
several stations in each market were
locked into long-term contracts with the
background music services for a fraction
of the money offered by the data services.

In 1993, the Radio Broadcast Data System
(RBDS) standard was introduced as a
means of using the subcarrier to broadcast
specific information that permits a receiver
to tune stations based on format and pro-
vide traffic, program and emergency broad-
cast information. The receiver manufactur-
ers supported the effort and began to roll-
out receivers shortly thereafter. While sev-
eral stations continue to broadcast RBDS, it
doesn't appear to be used to the level for
which it was originally intended. Because
the individual stations initiate RBDS, it pro-
vides no monetary value.

In 2003, most, if not all, of those services are

no longer in existence. They have been

replaced by emerging terrestrial services, such as PCS/
cellular, that can provide all of a users information needs
within a single pager -type receiver and with a virtually
contiguous national footprint. Background music services
have moved to satellite -based deliverywhere it can also offer
a much wider range of content, as wellas other data services.
Analog reading services still widely use FM subcarriers;
however, from a value standpoint, it does not present a
significant monetary impact, as these are typically provided
by a station free or at minimal cost.

Alternative data delivery
Wireless data delivery is without doubt the hottest field in

telecommunications and the computer industry. The FCC
has recognized this and has been continuously working to
develop new spectrum that can support this fast growing
industry. Let's face it, subcarriers have problems-one-way
only transmission, multipath issues, limited bandwidth, sig-
nal-to-noise issues, reduced RF footprint (related to the main
carrier), poor performance penetrating buildings and a lack
of subcarrier-spec if ic receivers. As a practical matter, the SCA
is a narrow alternative for the transmission of data.

Value is driven by demand. In the case of a subcarrier,we
need to look at alternative delivery methods. As a society,
we have grown accustomed to having all of our informa-
tion readily available in one place. The wireless carriers
have generally done a good job responding to this need
by integrating voice, messaging and data into a single
phone or FDA device.

Additionally, the advent of unlicensed spectrum that can
be used for wireless Ethernet transmissions are opening up
yet another alternative means to gather information re-
motely. WiFi hot -spots are continuously becoming avail-
able in venues where people eat, relax or otherwise have
time to use their laptop computer or any Web -enabled
device to send and receive email.

A new kind of SPOT
It you want to know who is investing money into FM

subcarriers, look no further than the computer giant Mi-
crosoft. It seems that Bill Gates has a vision to provide a full
suite of information to a user's watch using FM subcarriers.
Microsoft will create a nationwide subcarrier network
called Direct Band that is expected to cover the top 100
metropolitan areas in all 50 states and 13 Canadian cities.
The network will use subcarriers from two stations in each
city and with an expected throughput of 12kb/s. The
software behind this concept is called SPOT, or Smart
Personal Objects Technology, which can deliver not only
the usual news, sports, weather, traffic and time, but also
will permit the user to customize the watch face-defi-
nitely something everybody has wanted.

10 October 2003 www.beradio.com



Tieline is the "Clear" choice
for POTS, ISDN
and Wireless
Codecs

The Essential Codec Checklist
5 Compatible with other 15kHz POTS codecs

ri Unrivalled link stability over POTS (Used for STL's)

5 Connects to other ISDN codecs via G.722 (ISDN option)

15kHz audio bi-directional over POTS

r: 15kHz audio bi-directional over ISDN (optional)

5 GSM Wireless Connectivity for mobile phones

n Automatic Intelligent Gain Control

5 Low 100ms POTS latency

r: Music/Voice + up to 9600bps data simultaneously

r: Remote relay, RS232 control and remote audio level control

r, Auto Reconnection on power or line loss

5 Upgrade over the Internet

5 Rugged Metal Construction

A small selection of network users
III Clear Channel Jefferson -Pilot  University of N.
 Entercom Broadcasting Alabama Spots
 Talk Amenca Tnbune Network

Radio Network Broadcasting  Tennessee Titans
 Sandusky -Simmons Media Radio Network

Clark Dixon, Chief Engineer
Clear Channel Tulsa.
"We do numerot s remotes and have

had great success using Tieline codecs.

Tielines codecs give us a lot of control

we previously didn't have. They are

versatile and they perform very well.

Ask your favorite dealer
for a FREE demo today!

TECHNOLOGY
www.tieline.com

Tieline Technology - 7202 East 87th Street, Suite 116. Indianapolis. IN 46256. Toll Free (888) 211-6989

email: sales@tieline.com



Mannino Technology

Providing data in addition to the audio is a
subcarrier function that is being carried
over to DAB.

Tomorrow
MIAs in U.. Vie
Lams MIMI 01,
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Traditional data delivery
As an alternative to satellite -delivered data services, Main-

stream Wireless markets real-time data
delivery via FM subcarrier. The ability to
broadcast data to locations that cannot in-
stall external receive antennas due to local
zoning restrictions is its major advantage.
While it sounds like a viable application, the
size and form -factor of satellite antennas are
becoming almost invisible and it is likely not
to trigger jurisdictional reviews, so why not
just use the satellite receiver?

A company called C3 Technologies is
developing a technology using the FM
subcarrier. One such application is called
Claricast Digital WirelessVoicemail System.
This is a technology that sends subscribers
voicemail using FM subcarriers. Here is an
interesting application that could prove to
be an opportunity for broadcasters. The
company is also working on data broad-
cast applications in the military, homeland
defense and public service sectors.

Stratosaudio is another company that is
embracing RBDS technology by provid-
ing services to create station branding,
listener interaction and channel commerce
opportunities. The RBDS-ready receiver is
the consumer's front end, while a cell
phone or Web browser is the back end.

"Still The BEST...

Monitors
TV
FM
AM

.... ..
._.. ,.__... .... .= . ....... .=.

0*
,7411. -

WT. m1.I.

STLs/RPU
Digital, Analog,
Composite, Mono,
Reciters

Digital
Insertion Unit

EAS
Encoder/Decoders
Decoders Only
Accessories

...Still Around"
TFT.

408-943-9323
www.tftinc.com e-mail: info@tftinc.com

2243 Ringwood Ave. San Jose, CA 95131 fax: (408) 432-9218

IBOC and the subcarrier
The advent of digital radio will bring a

mixed bag of opportunities and losses for
broadcasters. Broadcasterscurrently leas-
ing the 92kHz subcarrier will likely lose
that revenue stream or face the need to
replace existing receivers.

Companies such as Impulse Radio will
permit broadcasters to leverage the data
stream into new forms of business-sell-
ing and managing multiple data streams.
The applications Impulse Radio uses as
examples include: program -associated
data, on -demand programming, time -shift-
ing, telemantics, commerce, listener inter-
action, subscription, supplemental audio,
messaging, electronic program guide and
Emergency Alert System. Think RBDS on
steroids and without the subcarrier. #
McNamara is president of Applied Wireless,
Elkins Park, PA.

12 October 2003 www.beradio.com



Pro het S Innovations
"We've identified our needs and

we're absolutely convinced the

solution is NexGen."

Gordon Carter

WFMT-Chicago

"A beginner to the industry.

I found NexGen easy to learn.

The flexibility really makes the

system work for you."

Amy Flaherty

KNOM-Nome Alaska

"NexGen is doing exactly

what we expected. We're

extremely pleased."

Clint Barrick

KOHM

Texas Tech University

NexGen "increases operation

efficiency" and "allows our

staff to be more productive."

Jim Clark

KBYI

Brigham Young
University -Idaho

1-877-774-1010
www.prophetsys.c om

sales@prophetsys..3om

NexGen 2 Studio Suite, the
revolutionary "all in one"
radio system designed with
you in mind.
Prophet Systems has integrated all our software packages
into one ultra powerful software suite, NexGen 2 Studio Suite.
NexGen 2 is the product of our many years of experience, and
our well deserved reputation for thinking outside of the box.
NexGen 2 utilizes the same classic Prophet feature -rich
software, but it's packaged into harcware that maximizes your
investment of money and time like never before!

MusicGen
Finally a professional music scheduler at a great price -FREE!

Download MusicGen from our website, and keep it as our
contribution to great radio!

Choose from four affordable Studio
solutions, each designed to handle
your specific needs.

Studio 11 - $4,500
Cost-effective solutions for the
standalone AM, FM or LPFM. Ideal fcr

remote or home -based voice tracking

and music scheduling.

Studio 22 - $7,000
Designed f Dr mostly autorr ated,

satellite or voice tracked stations.

Studio 41 - $7,500
Perfect for active control rooms and

production studios.

Studio 44 - $9,700
The best o- both worlds! This
powerful workstation can handle live

or automated operations.

With any Studio solution, we
include all the software you
reed to run your station.

NexGen Digital

WANcastingTM

VO iceTRAC

MusicGen

CDX/AFC

Digital Reel -to -Reel

PhoneTRAC

Ftesearch
and order directly

irorn our website.

votivi.prophetsys.

Visit us at NAB Booth #439



FCC Update

Political Broadcasting 101
By Harry Martin

hether you are in California or Maine, it's
election season again. Here is a brief
review of applfrable laws and regulations
governing access to time by political can-
didates.

 Right to Access. The political broadcast
rules require stations to provide federal
candidates reasonable access to their fa-
cilities. State and local candidates do not
have the same right of access. Indeed, no
station licensee is required to permit the

use of its facilities by any legal -

BALLOT

ly qualified candidate for state
or local public office. However,
if a licensee permits any such
candidate to use its facilities, it
must afford equal opportunities
to all other candidates for that
office. And that candidate may
say whatever he wants because
the licensee cannot censor any

of a candidate's broad-
cast material.

Qualifying "Uses."
Certain appearances
by a candidate do not
count as a use of
broadcast facilities
and do not trigger the
equal opportunity re-
quirement. For exam-

ple, appearances in a bona fide newscast,
news interview, news documentary (if the
appearance of the candidate is incidental
to the presentation of the subject of the
documentary), and on -the -spot coverage
of bona fide news events do not give rise
to equal opportunity obligations.

However, if a candidate's appearance
does not fall under any of those excep-
tions, then the appearance may be what
the FCC calls a "use," in which case the
door would be opened to all other legally
qualified candidates who may want equal
time. Once the first use has occurred, a
broadcaster must accommodate other
legally qualified candidates who request
time within a week after the first use.

 Record Keeping. Every licensee must
keep and permit public inspection of a

complete record of all requests for broadcast time made
by or on behalf of a candidate for public office, together
with an appropriate notation showing the disposition
made by the licensee of such requests, and the charges
made, if any, if the request is granted. Unlike other parts
of the public inspection file, the licensee whose main
studio is outside its community of license does not have
to honor telephone requests for photocopies of the
political file.

 Lowest Unit Charge. During the 45 days preceding the
date of a primary or primary runoff election and during
the 60 days preceding the date of a general or special
election in which such person is a candidate, a broadcast-
er cannot charge a legally qualified candidate more than
the lowest unit charge of the station for the same class and
amount of time for the same period for any ad related to
the candidate's campaign. Bonus spots provided to
advertisers must be factored into the calculation of lowest
unit rate.

 Special California Issues. In even a two- or three -
candidate race, these rulescan be troublesome. Consider
California this year, where at last count, there were more
than 130 announced candidates for governor. By taking
one candidate's spots, stations will open the door to 129
potential equal time requests.

In California there is another perplexing twist: as a
technical matter, the current governor who is the subject
of the recall election is technically not himself a candidate
as far as California is concerned. Does the governor then
qualify as a candidate for FCC purposes? The Commis-
sion has taken the position in the past that a person who
is subject to recall is a candidate under the FCC's rules if
the candidates to replace him appear on the same ballot
as the recall.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

'Dateline=
-" Dec. 1 is the deadline for filing with the FCC the

biennial ownership reports, and for the placement of
annual EEO reports in the public file, for radio
stations in the following sates: Alabama, Colorado,
Connecticut, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota and Vermont.

Dec. 1 also is the deadline for renewal applica-
tions for radio stations in Alabama and Georgia.

Prefiling renewal announcements must begin on
Dec. 1 for radio stations in Arkansas, Louisiana and
Mississippi.

14 October 2003 www.beradio.com



Logitek Brings Large Console Flexibility

You don't need to settle for less when designing
small on -air or production rooms.
Logitek's Remora Digital Console brings you all the flexibility of larger consoles in
a very small footprint. As a control surface for our Audio Engine digital router, the
Remora offers you access to all inputs and outputs on the Audio Engine, multiple
mix -minus busses, dedicated talkbacks, and more. Remora consoles give you fast,
convenient tabletop installation-no need for cutouts or custom furniture designs.
And, its attractive full color displays plus stereo LED meters give you all the
information you need at a glance.

Try the Remora as a companion to our popular Numix console or on its own. You'll
soon see why Logitek's Console Router Systems make sense for your facility.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor
Houston, TX 77081 USA 713.664.4470 800.231.5870 www.logitekaudio.com

Remora -10 console at
Cache Valley Broadcasting, Logan, UT

Possible Remora Configurations

Remora -4: four faders with controls
for input assignment, monitors, and
console functions

Remora -10 (shown): addition of
six -fader module brings additional
mixing capability with another
stereo LED meter

Remora -16: incorporates Remora -4
base unit with two 6 -fader modules

Remora -22: incorporates Remora -4
base unit with three 6 -fader modules

Logitek
Console Router Systems

CI 2003 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
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The work behind the station
By Chriss Scherer, editor

What was once considered a luxury has become a necessity.
Digital audio workstations have proven to be a valuable part of
any station's production equipment list. While the power and
flexibility of these silent workhorses has increased, the relative
costs have declined; a plus for the end user. In addition, the
systems have become more specialized. Some are designed for
large-scale work; others are designed for fast editing of two
tracks. Some started in the professional arena and now offer
reduced -feature versions, while some started as high -end
consumer applications and have become enhanced along the
way. Regardless of the paths they took to become the systems
they are today, the variety of features and price points are sure
to offer something for everyone.

Decisions, decisions
Chances are good that your facility already has some kind of

digital editing in use. There are some shareware programs
available that offer basic functions. It may be that these suit the
immediate need. Frequently, once the convenience of a digital
system is understood, the demand for more functions, better
effects and faster speed quickly follow.

Most DAWs can fit into one of two categories: computer -
based and dedicated hardware. The dedicated hardware
designs have a computer at their nerve centers, but they are not
usually built around atypical computer operating system, such
as Windows or Macintosh. Each method has its own unique set
of operational characteristics and advantages.

Dedicated hardware systems tend to be self-contained dev-
ices, with the transport, editing and storage components built

in. These systems may use an external monitor or have a built-
in display. Some may look like computer -based systems, but they
do not rely on a host computer for the user interface.
These specialized systems have the advantage of serving a

singular purpose. Because they are optimized for a specific
function, they tend to be fast and efficient. The proprietary
operating system has one major advantage: users will not load
games, extra programs and screen savers onto them, saving an
extra maintenance call.

The biggest advantage to computer -based systems is that they
provide a familiar user interface. Users already familiar with the
computer's operating system will feel at home with the same
mouse clicks and keyboard shortcuts that they already know.

Let's talk
Equipment networking is an important consideration for any

equipment purchase today, but this is no longer a problem with
DAWs, because most are able to connect to other devices in some
way. Most now offer a standard communications port, typically
Ethernet or USB. The systems that offer some other format can
probably be interfaced without excessive trouble.
The networking capability is important to facilities with multi-

ple editing stations. Files and projects can be shared between
systems and libraries of sound effects, music beds and often -
used material can beaccessed as needed. In addition, completed
productions can be saved to the on -air playback system in a
single step. The system's networking may even support ancillary
data relating to the audio file, such as a file name and other
pertinent information.

Resource Guide
A sample of available digital audio workstations.

The Orban Audicy2 has a dedicated analog -feel hardware controller that provides a
familiar user interface and transport controls. Units are loaded with Optimod compres-
sion, Lexicon reverb and time -fit time compression effects. Multiple units can be
networked to central servers or on -air systems via Windows XP. A production import
and export feature allows users to condense a complete production into a single file,
making it easier for users to bundle all the elements of a multitrack production. It features
linear PCM recording with 10 channels and 24 -track editing and mixing. Frequently
used sound files can be saved to a library for quick retrieval.

www.orban.corn

-1-1-.1112.1JJ
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S:einberg's Nuendo 2.0 i; a media producticn system. All program menus are user -
configurable, enabling users to hide features not regularly used. The controls fcr
each track can also be configured to each users way of working. The mixer is user -
configurable and can show a variety of display options. The system supports VST
and DirectX plug -ins. The software handles MIDI commands and can control anc
manipulate MIDI devises. It offers unlimited undo/redo as a standard asset. The
Edit History window I st; all actions made on a project. Track and event actions
from other editors over 3 TCP/IP network are listed as well.

www.steinberg.net

The Audion Labs Voxpro PC is a two -track recorder/editor that can be networled for
file sharing. One -button record facilitates operatior in any mode. The system can mport
all popular fie formats including MP3, AIFF. WMA and WAV, and it can export in multiple
file formats. The control surface provides a jog wheel and transport controls. Lin imited
undo and redo levels ease editing. The Voxpro supports an external GPI for nachine
controls. On the control panel's LCD screen, there are 130 Hot Keys per use- available.
The system will store as much as 15 hours of stereo or 30 hours of mono recording per 10GB
of drive space.

www.audionlabs.com

Digigram Xtrack Audio Suit= currently on version 4.4) is a full -featured, flexible editor.
It features an unlimited number of virtual audio racks that can be dynamically assigned
to inputs and outputs, with unassigned tracks serving as work tracks. Nondestructive
editing and processing functors include cut, copy, insert, replace, drag and drop, fill with
pattern. adjust to marker, time -stretching, pitch -sniffing and track merging. Auto -locate
functions allow rapid markiry Ind recall of edit pcints. A key feature of Xtrac< is its abil ty
to crea:e a single sound file i i PCM or MPEG format from a multitrack mix, including edits,
level automation and track levels.

www.digigram.corn

Sony Digital Pictures Sound Forge 7.0 includes new features such as automated time -
based recording, audio threshold record triggering, VU meters for recordinf and
playback, enhanced spectrum analysis tools, EfirectX plug-in effects automation,
white, pink and brown noise generators, Media Explorer previewing and proje:t file
creation. The product will import 15 audio formats and export 17 audio forna-s. A
batch converter facilitates multiple file format conversions. It supports sample rates
from 2kHz to 192kHz and 8 -bit, 16 -bit, 24bit arid 32 -bit resolutions. Sony -ecently
purchased he audio editor line from Sonic Four dry.

www.sonicfoundry.. corn

The Sadie Ser es 5 family offers several configurations, including the PCM4
and PCM8. The PCM4 offers four inputs and four outputs and up to 96kHz)
24 -bit audio recording. It supports AIFF, WAV and BWF files and DirectX
plug -ins. An optional hardware control interface with moving fader mixing
is available. Projects can be saved to AIT, DDS, DLT and DVD-RAM. The
system fully supports the AES-31 in:erchange. There are 50 levels of undo,
and editing can be done down to the individual sample. Sadie Radia users
can upgrade the Series 5.

www.sadie.com
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The SX-1LE from Tascam is based on the SX-1, offering similar features in a scaled -down package. The self-
contained system houses the recorder, editor and control surface. It features 100mm touch -
sensitive moving faders, automation and simultaneous 16 -track hard disk recording at 24 -
bit reso:ution. It has 16 midline inputs, a 40 -channel mix engine, a six -channel stem
recorder, a 128 -channel MIDI sequencer and an external XVGA output. As many as 999
virtual tracks can be used. The jog/shuttle wheel can scrub audio and MIDI data
simultaneously. It includes a 100baseT Ethernet port and expansion slots for 24 more
channels of additional analog I/O or digital I/O.

www. tascam. corn
////1 I 1111111!

Adobe recently acquired Cool Edit from Syntrillium and has renamed it Audition. It allows
users to record, edit and mix 32 -bit files using any sample rate up to 10MHz. All edits are
sample -accurate and can be automatically snapped to zero crossings. Short crossfades can
be added for pop -free cuts. More than 45 digital signal processing (DSP) tools and effects,
mastering and analysis tools and audio restoration features are included. The software also
supports third -party DirectX plug -ins. Original, royalty -free, performance -based music
loops are available in a wide range of musical styles. Files can be manipulated in an
integrated multitrack mixing view or a mono and stereo waveform editing view.

www. adobe. corn

z) I OM OAR PlEiTfri :
BUILDING STUDIOS FOR OVER 34 YEARS

DESIGN

um ,

INSTALLATION'

a

SATISFACTION

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.
USA: 800-779-7575 www.ramsyscom.com CANADA: 705-487-5111
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Introducing FLEXLineTM from Dielectric -

our new, flexible air dielectric coaxial cable

now available in sizes for every broadcast
application from low power FM through high
power DTV.

And because it's from Dielectric, FLEXLineTM

meets the same rigid standards of
excellence that you've come to expect from

the world's leading supplier of broadcast
equipment. FLEXLineTM is manufactured

from the finest materal available. Simply stated,
it's the perfect alternative for tough design
challenges such as crowded tower
installations, or any application in which
flexible cable has advantages over rigid
transmission line.

Sizes 7/8", 1-5/8", 2-1/4", 3-1/8", 4-1/8", 5" 6-1/8"
Features precision fitted connectors
5/10 year warranty

 Complements complete line of VHF/FM/UHF
antennas and RF Systems

Dielectric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 942

1.800.341.9678  www.dielectric.com  Raymond, Maine



Eli ital Audio
Digidesign Pro Tools HD offers audio professionals quality and efficiency through an
integrated production environment. It is available in three basic configurations: HD 1, HD
2 Accel and HD 3 Accel. Designed for use with a Digidesign-approved PC or Mac, Pro
Tools HD system components include the following: Pro Tools TDM software; a Pro Tools
HD Core Card; one or two Pro Tools HD Accel cards (with HD 2 Accel or HD 3 Accel,
respectively). Each Core system requires at least one Pro Tools HD audio interface, such
as a 192 VO, 192 Digital VO, 96 VO or 96i, to handle the input and output (I/O) of audio
signals to and from the system. Core systems can be expanded as needs increase.

www.digidesign.com
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The Dream Satellite from Fairlight is a 16-, 32- or 48 -track digital audio workstation. It is compatible with
Fairlight's MFX3pIus and QDC-based project formats and provides 96kHz/24-bit audio performance. System
sample rates are adjustable in five steps from 32kHz to 96kHz. Four -band parametric equalization can be applied
to each clip in a project and set using an interactive screen. Crcssfades and fades may be applied to any clips
at any time, with a variety of user -defined laws, and all clips have independent real-time level adjustment. All
DSP functions are performed in real time, with no rendering reqiired. The Fairlight Medialink audio network
provides additional connectivity.

www.fairlightau.corn

*AEGI
gvelliv
Portable AISIOVII4 AudBp

Compact light weight and easy to operate with a worldwide ready ISDN connection.
Works anywhere and is compatible with all codecs on the market.
It has a built-in digital phone hybrid for POTS connection and it works simultaieously with the ISDN connection.

Stereo and Mono.
Digital and Analog 1,0.
Capable of establishing an On Air conversation with
two callers.

Known worldwide for its high performance

AEO: Phone: 954 - 581 7999 Fax.: 954 - 581 7733 scles@aeqbroackast.com www.aeqbroodcast.com
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CIMNIIW
THE LEADING MANUFACTURER OF STUDIO FURNITURE FOR THE PRO AUDIO INDUSTRY

INTRODUCING OMNIRAX BROADCAST FURNITURE
AVAILABLE TO YOU DIRECT FROM THE SOURCE!

We are now expanding our line to include models designed specifically for the broadcast industry. Our ability to modify
existing models, or create custom furniture to your specifications, whether it's for one room or forty, assures you will get
exactly what you need, in the colors and finishes you want. You no longer have to settle for an off the shelf product which
may not be what you are really looking for; we can provide you with a custom solution at a price you can afford.

Custom On -Air Room Furniture

Force 12 MP

OmniDesk Suite

Force 36 MF

Custom Image Room Furniture

Why Omnirax?

 Excellent cDllaborative custom design ability,
so you get exactly what you want

 Unique combination of style, functionality
and ergonomics

 Fanatical attention to detail
 15 years of experience
M 100% satisfaction guaranteed

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com



Digital Audio
The Mackie HDR24/96 is non-destructive editor the can lay down eight takes on the
same track and then compile them together into a final take. The user can jump to any
point in a production in milliseconds and slip, slide and nudge tracks back and forth.
The system integrates with Mackie's d8b for extra functionality. It supports 24 tracks
and as many as 192 virtual tracks at 48kHz sampling rate. The mouse, keyboard,
monitor and 100base-T Ethernet ports are built-in; no external computer is needed. Optional

.,...._111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111\_
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swim is
remotes are available from Mackie.

www.mackie.corn

If your choice is HDRadio,
Choose the Leader to get you there.

With the introduction of consumer
HD Radio receivers, now's the time to
choose HD for your operation. Who
should you turn to for help and
support? Choose the leader in HD Radio,

choose Broadcast Electronics. With more

systems installed, a broader array of
quality engineered products, and the
most experienced team in the industry,
we can get you up and running in no
time and save you money.

"We're excited about the impact of HD on
the future of radio. BE's solutions have the
flexibility to make our implementations
easy and cost-effective."

-Bob Demuth, VP & Chief Technology Officer
Beasley Broadcast Group, Inc.

888-232-3268
www.bdcast.com

The 360 Systems Shortcut is a
two -track, hard -disk recorder and
editor designed for fast editing
and playback. The operating
controls combine familiar tape
machine functions and word pro-
cessor labeling. The weighted
jog wheel provides a simulated
tape reel scrub editing, while a
waveform display assists with
critical editing decisions. One -
handed editing is possible be-
cause of the grouping of the edit -
function keys. Audio clips can be
saved and recalled. Hot -Keys
can immediately play up to 10
stored audio segments. A file
conversion utility allows the unit
to share files with other DAWs,
and it can read and write WAV,
BWF, SD -2 and AIFF file formats.

www.360systems.corn

What's in store
for future

installments of
Trends in

Technology?
November

Speakers

December
Studio Furniture

January
Microphones

©2003. HD Radio is a trademark of 'Nulty. The BE emblem is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
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AUDIO RINGMAIN MONITOR SELECT OFFICE MONITORING

Broadcast Multiple Channels
of Live Audio over any LAN
or WAN Network

AhdiolX
MULTIPLEX

 Superior
replacement for
Audio Ring main
or Monitor Select
systems for
office/station
listening.

 Greater capacity
and better
flexibility than RF
modulated coax or
multi -pair wired
systems.

 Requires no additional
cabling - uses your existing
computer network.

 Easily and instan-.1y add extra
listening points or new
channels.

 Broadcast qualit,
low delay audio -
can be transmitted
as MP2, MP3 or
uncompressed.

... ANY COMPUTER ON
THE NETWORK CAN TUNE IN

AIX Multiplex Senor 111.0. panned No: MIXI UK Test) x
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The AudioTX Multiplex Server runs
on one or more PCs and Broadcasts
multiple channels of live audio.
Each PC can broadcast up to 30 channels.

ATXM Studio 2A Output

Install the AudioTX Multiplex
Receiver on all of your office,
newsroom and even studio PCs.
And they can tune into any channel
qJickly and simply.

www.audiotxmultiplex.com
(FREE TRIAL VERSION AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD)

Telephone: +44 (0)121 256 0200 email: sales@audiotxmultiplex.com



The Roland VS series of recorders/editors includes the VS-1824CD, an 18 -track digital recording
studio with built-in effects and CD-RW drive. It supports as many as 288 virtual tracks, has a 28 -
channel automated digital mixing and onboard effects that include dynamics, EQ, guitar amp
modeling and microphone modeling. The internal CD-RW allows for easy data backup, creation
of audio CDs and direct import of loops into tracks. Additional features include an internal 10GB
hard drive, an optional effects expansion board, CD audio capture (file ripping) and an onboard
auto -mix function for creating perfect mixes.

www.rolandus.com

SCMS, INC.
YOU -KNOW -WE -KNOW -RADIO!

°11 SPREAD TOOTH D

FEE hi.DRAT

TRY SCMS
WE CAN Fl

WEST COAST
Doug Tharp
Voice 866.673.9267
Cell 818.398.7314
Email dtharpesan.rr.com

SOUTH-WEST
Tyler Canis
Cell 817.312.6338
Email tylercalliscintegrity.com

 Expert ff
26 Years of PersonalService

 Competitive Prices for
600 Quality Manufacturer
of New Equipment

 Huge Stock of Rebuilt
RF and Audio Gear

 Extensive Rental Fleet
(Audio, RF, Codecs, Test

Equipment, and more!)
Trade -Ins Welcomed

' I -

CENTRAL
Bernie O'Brien
Cell 731.695.1714
Email bernieobeearthlink.net

MID -WEST
Mary Schnelle
Voice 1.800.245.4307
Fax 513.583.1343
Email mschnellemaryschnelle.com

MID -SOUTH
Bob Mayben
Voice 877.391.2650
Fax 256.543.0595
Email bobmaybeneusa.net

NORTH-EAST
Dan Lohse
Voice 908.722.6015
Fax 908.722.4359
Pager 877.792.8024
Email scmsnorthoaoi.com

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE - PINEVILLE, N.C.
Toll FREE 800.438.6040 Fax 704.889.4540

Email sales@scmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.corn

TC Electronic is now shipping
Spark 2.8.1. This latest version
features support for burning mul-
tiple CDs from a single playlist,
Audio Units plug-in support for
the batch converter and auto-
matic plug-in delay compensa-

cursor. In
addition, new user settings for the
Preferences dialog have been
added, as well as preloading-
support for Waves' plug-in shell.
The edit view features the wave-
form display with two views for
details and overview. Spark runs
on Macintosh OS X, requires a G3
300MHz or better with 256MB
RAM. A CD burner, Core Audio
compatible I/O device and Quick
Time 6 are suggested options.

vvvvw.tcelectronic .com

More Online
Turn to the Radio
magazine Online
Buyers Guide for
complete manufac-
turer contact
information and
websites, and
product category
listings. It's a Radio

magazine exclusive
at www.beradio.com.
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MUSICAM USA

500 more reasons
to own a new
N ETST*R:
Codec

The new NetStar IP &
ISDN Codec gives you
all these benefits:

AAC, AAC-LD, MPEG 2,
MPEG 3, G.722 arid G.711
algorithms for the best audio and
full compatibility
Bi-directional audio over IP and ISDN
Linear, uncompressed bi-directional audio over IP
Ancillary Data and 8 Contact Closures over IP & ISDN
Simultaneous connections on IP and ISDN
Automatic backup of IP with ISDN, and vice -versa
Full remote control and status monitoring from any Web Browser
...and lo -s more
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MUSICAM USA
670 North Beers Street, Bldg #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
sales@musicamusa.com
www.musicamusa.com

MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc

U S based Ar1S/CAA1 USA as"nbutor. Contact 'actor), tor-data/Is
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NSPECTION

A now seal of a33roval
for the USDA ratio
facility in Washington

rhe Broadcast Media and Technology Center's radio news1l
team prockces more than 2,000 radio news stories each
ear, which are accessed by radio stations daily via tele-

phone dial -up service, as well as audio files available to radio
stations and the public through the USDAs website. The USDAs
radio service includes news, feature and documentary reporting.

The service is particularly important to many radio stations in rural
areas of the country that do not have a Washington correspondent.

The radio service has always been well supported by broadcast-
ers due to its reports covering issues from food safety to

international trade in a non-partisan manner. The Radio
Newsline typically has eight to 10 items that are accessible

via telephone dial -up and the Internet. There is also a
weekly Feature Service, produced by USDA Radio, that
includes one documentary,five consumer features and
five ag-itape features. These are mailed on CD to 675
radio stations but can also be accessed via the USDAs
website. This service has won numerous internation-
al anc national broadcasting awards.

Several months ago,we evaluated our Washington,
D.C., facility. Our team realized that there were

Several areas in the studio we could improve to
provide better service to the studio's users. We

began by looking into creating a new talk
studio and control room with upgraded
equipment, as well as a product that
could streamline our distribution of
news stories.

www.beradio.com



The redesigned control room at the USDA.

The first issue the team addressed was the overall
condition of the studio, control room and equipment.
We use our facility for a number of purposes, including
interviews and addresses with Ann M. Veneman, the
Secretary of Agriculture. We also produce and distrib-
ute official audio for the USDA. Our facility is used by
several government offices and departments, such as
the Department of Interior. Because of its importance,
our facility needs to be in top condition with the most
up-to-date equipment. Secretary Veneman believed
our old studio was not conducive to interviewing, and
she wanted something more comfortable and ergo-
nomically structured.

The USDA wanted to update its communications struc-
ture for digital. The ergonomics of the old studio were
terrible, so the redesign had to present a more efficient
work space that would simplify use. In addition, we
wanted to eliminate the obsolete and redundant equip-
ment, increase the accessibility of equipment for main-
tenance, improve the cosmetic appearance to make the
studio more appealing to the staff and visitors, increase
the USDAs ability to give presentations and video press
conferences and improve the overall system reliability.

One twist for the talk studio is that it serves radio and
television needs. It had to be laid out to be amenable to
TV camera shots for press conferences.

Getting started
We chose Harris to remodel the control room and talk

studio, and to install the new equipment. Harris began
by gutting our current space and removing the old
equipment.

After an overall cleaning, the space was painted and
carpeted. Because the s:udio is not a 24/7 facility, the
installation was scheduled during off -hour use. For this

installation, security was
tighter than would be ex-
pected at a traditional of-
fice building. The build-
ir g's security team in-
spected everything corn-
ir g in and the installation
crew was accompanied
around the building.

Custom -designed fumi-
tLre was built to fit the
space exactly. Harris also
refurbished the Radio-
[ -mixer console. The talk
studio was integrated with
the control room. With
the reconstruction, the
telephone information
sarvices were also im-
proved. We now have an
ilcreased capacity for
call -ins. In addition, a new
radio feature was created
fir the United States'

View of the equipment rack in the control room.
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Vieaudio is available on the Internet.
The reconstructed studio had the fea-

native, where all of our
E -government ini-

tures Secretary Veneman was looking for. The
studio is now constructed to be more comfortable and

conducive to interviews. It has improved lines of sight between
the radio show hosts and guests, as well as between the studio and

control room.

Broadcast Software International
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A
Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.com
888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721)
info@bsiusa.com

Para el espatiol, Ilamada Felipe Chavez,
Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6332
fchavez@ommedianet.com

1.5
Simian 1.5 makes your life
easier. Its Windows -based
design is easy to use, and it
keeps things running smoothly.

The new Simian includes
additional production mode
capability, the ability to save
different sessions of Simian and
launch them from different
desktop icons, and more.

Simian is still the most feature -
complete automation in the
industry and provides powerful,
reliable automation for stations
in the US and around the world.

Thousands of user
have discovered ho

easy and versatil
BSI Simian real!

Test and try
before you bu

The talk studio was designed with a
clean layout.

Our second need was to streamline our
news distribution process. There is a team
of reporters who write articles related to
the agricultural business. With the old
system, the stories were manually dubbed
to analog carts. The USDA needed a tool
that would automate the transfer of the
audio articles to the telephone system and
Web, thereby shortening the process and
increasing the amount of information that
could be provided.

Back to work
The USDA has three full-time reporters

who use cassettes and Minidiscs for field
work. Replacement technologies are be-
ing considered for the future. Most of the
material gathered in the field is from cov-
ering Washington events and meetings.
When she travels, the USDA Secretary
has someone with her to cover events as
they occur. The reporters also conduct
phone interviews.

Radio stations and the public can call
the USDA to listen to feeds,or to listen and
ask questions during press conferences
and reports.

Efficiency of workflow and the ability to
update material easily throughout the day
were important. Harris recommended the
DA.VI.D. system. Loaded audio elements
are automatically posted to the website and
made available to the dial -in telephone
system for remote access. Audio files can
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This helps make the variety of
guests feel more at ease.

the USDA's Broadcast Media and

I
David Black is the director of

Technology Center, Washington, DC.

be posted in MPEG, Real and
WAV formats, as well as in a
basic text format. We are now
completely tapeless.

There is no formal rack
room for the facility. There is
a large telephone room with
hundreds of phone lines.The
servers and computers are
in the individual studios.

Initially, we were looking
for a small upgrade on the
equipment. However, when
we saw what new technolo-
gy was available, we took a
giant step. The D.A.V.I.D. sys-
tem allows us to reach con-
stituents faster with more
information. While the team
is pleased with the results,
the real stamp of approval
comes from Secretary Vene-
man. She has already
brought other government
officials to show off "her"
radio studio.

EQUIPMENT LIST

D.A.V.I.D. automation systems, installation
Harris Radioline Furniture
Harris on -site installation
Harris World Feed Panel

LPB silent mic booms
Refurbished PR&E Radiomixer 20
Rane HC6 Headphone amplifier

Sony Minidisk MDS-E12
Tascam 122MKIII cassette

Technics SL1200MKII turntable
Telos 2 x12 hybrid

Telos Assistant Producer sreener software
Telos Desktop Director

The USDA updates audio files
daily at 5 p.m. ET. Listen to
the reports by calling 202-
720-6776 or accessing the

feed through the USDA
website at www.usda.gov.

the most POPULAR furniture lines ever...

new for 2003
... all plastic surface & trim design
... modular for flexibility
... highest quality materials
... precision crafted
... professional features
... many options available

This new studio furniture line is engineered for studio decors
where non -wood trims are a design goal. Available in a wide
variety of colors, this furniture will complement any size market
application. The modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can be imagined.

arr

only $2,995
call 970-461-0730 ext 329

www.arrakis-systems.com (970) 461-0730
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EVERY PENNY
Ely KtiiI Foylor. assoLi.ite editor

Frugal or chea3, conservative or tightfisted.
Call it what you like. but keeping track

of your morey is sound financial advice,
especially for those on a budget.

This year's salary survey is intended to help you,
the radio industry professional. maintain your income better

by pi ovidin 4ory information for various market sizes and job titles.

Financial Facts
Each year, the Radio magazine -exclusive survey is conducted to determine the latest salary trends. In June, e -mailed invitation letters

containing a link to a survey were sent to more than 3,700 Radio magazine subscribers, wio were selected on an nth name basis, among
radio station and network subscribers.

The results of the study are presented by job title group and market rank (Top 50 and Bel pw Top 50). Where appropriate, medians have
been presented for numeric responses. The median represents the middle value, or the poirt where half of the responses lie above and half
of the responses lie below the value.

The information gathered in the survey is intended to illustrate broad trends in the industry.-reat the data as a starting point for salary ranges.
Factors such as cost of living and the demand for a particular job are also important in determining salary range.

Estimated Median Salaries
for Station Management

Below Top 50
Top 50

Salaries in large markets appear to have
decreased slightly in 2003, while there appears to

be an increase in small market salaries in 2003.

30 October 2003
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Estimated Median Salaries
for Staff Engineers

I I
Below Top 50
Top 50

Salaries in both markets appear to have
decreased slightly in 2003.

22 Number of years the typical respondent has worked in the broadcast engineering industry.

Percentage of station chief engineers who have worked in the broadcast engineering field
for 30 or more years.

Number of years the typical respondent has worked in his or her current position.

Percentage of VP/GM/station managers who have worked in the broadcast engineering
field for less than five years.

20.1
rcentage of respondents in the Top 50 market that have been at their current position for
o 9 years.

What is the average hourly rate
for Contract Engineers?

Number of hours Contract
Engineers bill a week

21-30 hours
per week

1 6%

530-$:
16% 11-20 hours

per week
12%

31-40 hours
pe week

2%

More than 40 hours
per week

14%

$4 0-$4 9 5-10 hours per week
22% 28%

Contract Engineers earn an average hourly rate of $45 and bill an average of 18 hours per week. Contract engineer respondents are fairly
evenly distributed between large and small markets.

Less than three
lours per week

8%

3-4 hours
per week

12%
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No answer
11%

Did you receive a salary increase
during the past 12 months?

Less than half of all respondents received
salary increases in 2003.

48.5 Average age of the typical radio industry respondent.

16.6
Percentage of total respondents that are responsible for four io five individual stations
(AM or FM).

Salary Increase Percentage 2.0"., 2.1%-3.0% 4.1"1, -5.0% 10.0%+

Mkt/Reg Dir/Corp Eng 10.5% 31.6% 21.1% 15.8% 5.3% 15.8%
Station Chief Engineer 21.6% 39.2% 13.7% 17.6%

Station Staff Eng/Tech 21.4% 39.3% 17.9% 10.7% 0.0% 7.1%
VP/GM/Station Mgrs 4.2% 20.8% 25.0% 25.0% 16.7% 8.3%
Operations Staff/Mgrs 36.4% 9.1% 18.2% 18.2% 9.1% 9.1%
Contract Engineers 14.3% 21.4% 7.1% 7.1% 14.3% 21.4%

Distribution of salary increases by job classification. Of those respondents that received a salary increase in 2003, 21.6 percent of station
chief engineers received a 2 percent or less raise, while 21.4 percent of Contract Engineers received a 10 percent or more increase.

Shouldn't your transmitter remote control beGood As NQW?

-_1111r!1_

BURK
TECHNOl OGY

At Burk Technology, your future needs are just as important as today's. That's
why our products feature the most robust designs for yews of continued use. And
that's why it's time your current product is GOOD AS NEW

Take advantage of our GOOD AS NEW , yfer and get:

) All the latest hardware and =firmware changes
) New Lynx 4 software for GSC3000 and VRC2500 users
) Front panel enhancements for ARC -16 systems
) New two-year factory warra ity
> Same -day service

We'll bring any GSC3000, VRC2500 or ARC -16 up to date - no matter when you
bought it or who sold it to you.

Call today to find out how you cz n bene it from Good As Mew.

80112554090 (MAIN OFFICE) 1880.7368165 MANIAS CITY/ I WWW.BURK.COM
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Flushing

Swishing and swirling audio is the sad result of bit rate reductior combined with the wrong processing. Unless all
sources, storage media and transmission systems are linear the audio will be bit ra-..e reduced at least once, probably
several times. Each pass generates more artifacts. Lower quality processing, multiband compression, limiting and
clipping can make those artifacts even more apparent. But level control is still essential.

Introducing the new Compellor 320D - the world standard AGC is now 2vailable with both digital and
analog i/o. For almoq two decades the Compellor has sustained its unrivaled reputation for 'invisible' operation.
The same cleanliness of circuitry and intelligence of processing algorithms that ma<e it 'invisible' also make it
perfect for processing in the digital domain. The Compellor will rot 'unmask' the masking Frcm upstream reductions
and it will feed a signal that will sail through downstream reductions.

The 320D fits any plant from all digital to all analog and anywhere in between. Perfect for al. HD applications, the
Compellor 320D will help keep your great audio great at a price that won't wipe you out.

The NEW Aphex Model 320D Compellor - 2 Channel Compressor/Leveler with Digital and Analcg I/O

APHEX Improving the way the world sounds -
11068 Randall Street, Sun Va ley, CA 91352 U.S.ASYSTEMS 818-767-2929 Fax: 81E-767-2641 www.aphex.com

Compellor and Aphex are reg stered trademarks of Aphex Systems
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Estimated Median Salaries for Staff
Engineers by SBE Certification

SBE certification pays off for staff engineers.
Staff engineers with SBE certification earned

significantly higher salaries than those
without SBE certification.

II I
Below Top 50
Top 50

$70,0111

560,0(X)

$50,000

$40,000

$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

Number of radio stations respondents are personally responsible for (AM or FM) on average.

Percentage of respondents in the Below Top 50 market that have been at their current
position for 4-5 years.

More Info Online -
Survey respondents were also asked for feedback about IBOC and its implementation, into
their radio station. Find out what respondents had to say at www.heradio.com.

_La L

Copies ut the complete survey are available for purchase at $75 each. Contact Kari Taylor a: ktaylor,vrimecliabusiness.cum or 913-967-1786
to order a copy

3
The Beet si Sound Furnr-rse

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation,
turnkey prewiring,
switches and
components,conference
rooms. reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

Un:r.0111 TEL: 623-780-0045
FAX: 623-780-9860

mager@magersysters.com
www.ma ersystems.com

Visit our we r more ,rriormation

WBAA

Purdue University

Touch Sensitive Switches & Keyboards

NSI
in-.roduces

cur new
award winning

"Sound Choke"
furnikre. °Lr

modular in stock
furniture boasts

unsurpassed quality
for the econom cal

budget with a 10 -year
limited warraity.

See details. on
ow websiie.
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The Best 10 Years of Radio magazine
We continue our retrospective of the past 10 years of Radio magazine and look at the years

2000 and 2001 This period saw the peak and rapid decline of the Internet stock craze, as well
as the launch of satellite radio. Since our first issue in January 1994, the radio industry has
changed in many ways. These installments recall the changes in technology, legislation and
our industry in general. Radio is a resilient industry and has forged ahead of all the changes.
Through it all, Radio magazine has been there, and we'll continue to be there in the years to come.

2000 84 2001
Time Line
2000
 Y2Kbug turns out to be a bust.
 The FCC Issues NPRM to establ ish terrestrial digital

radio system.

 The FCC creates LPFM.
 Digital radio makes big sp,ash at CES.
 The FCC rewrites EEO rules.

 TheSBE introduces the CBNT certification.
 Dot -corn businesses boom.

 Ad insertion technology introduced.
 Lucent and USA Digital Merge to form lb iqu ity.
 Satellite radio providers launch first satellites.

(̀
,

(b/

 (

 [

101

The FCC is told to rewrite its EEO rules from 2000.
Dot-com boom goes bust.

Zadio streaming delivered blow by streaming
oya I ty rates and talent fees.
:FA antenna tests in the UKare delayed.
KM Satellite Radio opens its NewYork offices.

Nrbitron buys RADAR from statistical Research.

biquity establishes a broadcast advisory board.
DRM unveils its system at IFA Berlin.

biqu ity conducts I isteningtests at NAB Radio Show.
,10A Weather Radio replaces Perfect Paul with

new voices.

biquity supplies final FM test data to NRSC.
Radio stations are subject to playing royalties for
)nline air play.
NBC Radio Networks ends DAT/SEDATtransm ission.

Car manufacturers announce plans to offer satellite

adios in new vehicles.
terrorist attack on New York silences FM and
IV stations.
KMSatel lite Radio begins regular service.

Digital Radio Rollout begins push for DAB
n Canada.
ETSI publishes DRM specifications.
:CC authorizes software -defined radio receiver

development.
:CC merges Mass Media and Cable Services,

creating Media Bureau.
:CC begins study on ownership rules and radio
narketdetinitions.
gRSCand ITU endorse Ibiquity's FM IBOC.

Partnership for Public Wam i ng organ izes.

krbitron PPM completes phase 1 tests./
More online
See the Pick H its from 2000 anci 2001 and a gallery
of past covers. CI ick on the 10Year logo at
www.beradio.com.

You read it in Radio magazine
Studio infrastructure

OurJanuary 2000 cover story looked
inside the trends of studio infrastruc-

ture. With facil ity consolidation in fu II

swingand studio equ ipment needs; t

theirpeak-nultiplesourcesweresti II
housed in the control rooms-wort
flow, ergonom icsandcreaturecomfo
were sti II vying for space. Whi le the

overall equipment count has likely
decreased in most control rooms, the

attention to layout is sti I I important

Digital audio routing was seeing increased usage, but there were still plenty of analog
sources. We detailed :able routing, h VAC, e iu ipment placement, acoustic concern!
equipment access issues and groundirg.
"Digital equipment req Jiresa much different typ-?. of groundingsystem from that which man

engineers are used to n that the bandwidth o --the ground system is now an issue. For
ground system to be eFective, it must ma inta i r a low i nnpedance over a bandwidth fror

dcto30MHz."

Signals from the sky
In the November2000 issue, wetumed

our eyes to the sky and investigated
the latest in satellite technology. A
big change in satellite delivery was
about to take place; ABC was prepar-

ing toend DATS and SEDAT transm is-

sion. At about the same -ime, Satcom

C-5, the homeof most radio broadcast

satellite programming was getting
ready to be replaced by GE -8. The new sa:ell ite change wou Id del i ver abouttwice the powr

of it predecessor.
And just for good measi re, the Starguide systerawas about to undergo a change for man

of its affiliates by upgrading services from Star guide II to Starguide III systems.

More signals from the sky

-EFFIZE Offit
11251L -C e.

k....A....-NA The United Statesexperienced itsentr

-71101- intodigital radiowhen thetwo satel I it

1114
. 1 radio providers, Si rius and XM, bega

offering service. Both services hav
seen coverage in theconsurner media

Eut we took you on an inside tour of
Loth facilities in the November2000

(SiriusiandOctober20010(M) issues.
CheFacilityShowcasearicleon Sir-
ius receiveda Bronzeawa -dfor Edito-

ria I Excellence by the Am2rican Soc iety usiness Publication Editors.

In theJuly2001 cover story, we looked inb thetechnology that make satellite radioworl
including a detailed description of the two orbital methods used by the providers.

y
a

y

n

e
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Orbanr.R_ Mobile Broadcast Laborabry 2003 USA Tour is in EC swing!
?-esiden-, CEO, and Chairman Jay Brentlinger, sales aid

markting persannel, engineers, and the Orban/CRL Tour Crew have nade visits
tc Li- coin, Austim, Kansas City St. Louis, Mimeapolis, Madison, Mils-aukee,
Chicago, Detroit :he NA3 Radio Show in PFiladelphia, and the AES :invention
it NNV York.

The Orban/CRL Mobile Broackast Laboratcry is a fully equipped 33 -root
mobile vehicle hat has been ccrwerted to permit testing and demonst-ations of
Criaan and CR_ products and to do comparisons with other products. The MBL
a 90 tarries kiosk rack -m Punted cisplays of Orban/CRL's entire prodr.ct line. A
vairly of ec uipn2nt, inducirg the new Optimod-PC 1100, the Optia-od FM
840.-triD, and :he Opticode: :TOO and 7400 series ISDN machines, 3 T on
boa J. The t+/.3l offers broac:zs= engineers technical service manars and
ovir?rs an opportunity for hancs-on demonstrations and a chance far in-depth
C2SA sessions with the eszoert forn Orban/CRL.

Ottian/CRIL's VP of Product Development
Greg Ogrxwski (left), and Pesident, CEO. and
CFairman Jay Brentlinger (rigOit), on-bcar1 the
Orton/CBI. Mobile Broadcast Laboratcry al the
Nebrasti Broadcasters Association Convention
in Lincc ha NI.

The Orban/

OrbanlCIRL President, CEO. Chairmai Jar Brent! np- (far
ri4ht) tie Orban/CRL Mob le Broadcast Laboratory 2oac
Crew s James Brentlinger (far lower lbfi.and Da.rid Busch
:2nd vin r ght), and the Madison SBE chapter member,.

The ilifianiCRL Mobile Broadcast Labc talon, en d spby
at the r.1 nnesota Society if Broadcas Inginecrs -wee in;
in M i.eopolis.

36 CKtbr 2003

A ful .ir v. of the Orban/CRL Mobile Broadcas Labora-
tcry, hia ler, and support vehicle.

Many more stele are schedulec for the Orban/CRL Mob 12 Broadcast
Labcratory 2(103 L SATour before year's end. They includh

10:112003
10.1 3.2003
10.'2 12003
10222003
1024'2003
10/280003
10/292003
"C/3C/2003
11/11/2003
11/12/2003
11/1c./2003

Cleveland/NE Ohio SBE Cleveland, OH
Chcir read SBE Chcinnati, OH
Kama; Assoc. of Broadcasters Wichita, KS
Delver SBE Denver, CO
Salt Lek City SBE Salt Lake City, UT
Sacramento SBE Sacramento, CA
San F-ancisco SBE San Francisco, CA
Fresno SBE Fresno, CA
Los Angeles SBE LO; Angeles, CA
Inlaid Empire SBE San Bernardino/Riverside, CA
Phceei< SBE Phoenix, AZ

Broadcasters inee;ted in expbring the possibility of appearances in
their markets. are encouraged to contact David Rusch at 602-438-0888
or et usch@crbar corn for more information.

Otiaan/C121. Sysiern; is the word leader in the design arc manufacture
of transmission audio processors for broadcasting and the Ihternet. For
n -o -e inforrratior cn Orban anc CRL products, contact Cavid Rusch at
602438-0838; Cm( 430-785-10E1; e-mail
d-tscheorban.c :nr.Informatior is
a'so availabe at .vww.orban.ccrn
and www.colsysiens.com.  /Wont

.7.mow
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v MORE
MUSIC

SUPPORTS 2ND OUTPUT FOR HE RADIO OR NETCASTING

SUBTERRANEAN BASS S_AM WITH NEW GREGG PRESETS
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OPTIMOD-FM 8400 vB
MUSICAL. CONSISTENCY THAT BRANDS YOUR SOUND

ORBAN/CRL, Inc. 11525 Alvarado St. 1 San Leandro, CA 94577 USA I TEL +1 510 351.3500 I FAX +1 510 351.05001 www.orban.com



Field Report

CC

DK-Audio MSD100
By Mike Callaghan

he idea of using a Lissajous pattern to
display stereo separation has been around
as long as stereo recording-even to the
point where dedicated oscilloscopes were
built into audio equipment manufactured
by Marantz. Heathkit even offered a stand-
alone X -Y display for use with consumer
stereo systems. These devices all used
CRTs, and they all suffered from dim dis-
plays and the potential for burning of the
phosphor if the audio went dead.

Early solid-state audio spectrum instru-
ments used LED matrixes as displays, and

resolution was lim-
ited by the number
of LEDs that could
be squeezed into
the available area.

The MSD100 se-
ries from DK-Audio
offers a bright, easi-
ly read display of
both stereo separa-
tion and frequency
dispersion. Taking
full advantage of
LCD technology,

Performance at a glance
Small size

Bright, easy -to -read display

Displays the most useful audio
information

User-friendly interface

Durable metal chassis

Battery or ac operation

the display offers black -on -white as well as
white -on -black images. The display bright-
ness is controlled through a setup option
and the front -panel buttons.

Three basic models of the display are
available. The MSD 100 features analog
inputs with unbalanced RCA connectors.
The MSDIOOT/SA offers analog inputs with
balanced XLR connectorsThe MSD I 00AES/
SA provides digital audio AES-3 inputs

with balanced XLR connectors.
The different models provide a variety of basic functions:
 Phasemeter
 Audio vector oscilloscope
 Level meter with six selectable PPMNU scales
 Individually selectable input reference levels with an

additional 20dB of input gain
 LED overload indicators
The various functions are easily controlled using three

buttons on the lower right corner. These select the display
function, and allow muting of the left, right or both inputs.
They will also increase the input sensitivity by 20dB, and
are used to adjust the display brightness, the LCD viewing
angle, reference levels, the PPM scales and to invert the
black and white in the display.

In the stereo display mode, vertical bar graphs on the right
side of the screen show left and right input levels. The
ballistics of these bars can be rotated through VU, DIN, two
different DMU and three PPM scales. A peak -hold function
and individual reference level selections are also available.
A pair of discrete red LEDs above the display show when
excessive peaks are reached. A vertical bar graph at the left
of the stereo displays the average phase relationship
between the two audio signals,and indicates mono, stereo
or reverse phase on a center zero scale.

The two, more enhanced models of the MSD100 include
a pair of frequency spectrum displays; the traditional '/3 -
octave bars show the energy distribution of the signal, and
a FFT analyzer for more accurate definition.

The V3 -octave display uses a bank of filters for real-time
frequency analysis. This provides a 31 -bar display extend-
ing from 20Hz to 16kHz. Each bar shows a graphical and
numeric visualization of the signal energy present in the
specific band.

The FFT function uses a 1,024 -band FFT algorithm to
display signal content between 44Hz and 20kHz, covering
the dynamic range between -70dBu to +I OdBu. Rather than
wide bars, the display consists of many thin vertical lines
offering far greater resolution.

A mounting yoke is supplied with the MSD100, meant to
place it on top of a console. Thumbscrews are provided
to thread through the yoke into the sides of the chassis.

I elected to use the threaded yoke holes on the sides to
mount the display in a rack panel with small angle brackets.
The input connections are on the real panel along with the
power connection.

At KIIS the unit mounts in the equipment rack adjacent
to the processing equipment. It's fed with the de-empha-
sized left and right output of the off-airmodulation monitor.
It shows the all-important stereo balance, the channel
phase relationships and also reveals when a CD was
recorded with excessive clipping. (The ends of the stereo
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Model Do. Bays Max. Input Power0010 Prlc
11113-1 1 500 (11 4* ----..----11 $251

MP -2 2 809 W $650

MP -3 3 800 W 5950
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Field Report

waveform flatten out into corners.) We can
pull these out of the library until they're
fixed. When the mic is all that's being used,
anything other than a straight line means
phasing trouble somewhere in the system.
We typically run the left and right channel
bargraphs in the VU mode, as that's what
we're most used to.

The unit measures 179mm (w) x 129mm

(i-me'de-d-a lo'gar) defmition: The most complete, affordable,
and easy -to -use automated audio recording solution available.

Used in hundreds of stations including all of the top 10 markets,
iMediaLogger frees you from the costly maintenance of conventional and
outdated equipment used for logging, recording, and skimming including
reel to reel, DAT, and VCR recorders with a single computer workstation.

This award -winning product allows you to:

 simultaneously record up to 12 stereo or mono audio sources
or streams using multiple bandwidth and compression formats

- MP2, MP3, Windows Media Audio, Real Audio, PCM, and ADPCM

 access your recordings anytime, from anywhere using its built in web
browser interface

 schedule time or closure based recordings

 remotely configure and manage your iMediaLogger system

The next time you need to log, skim, or record, save yourself -and your
station- plenty of time, money and headaches. With iMediaLogger, you
will never have to change a tape again.

MONO
+1

-1

-s

MSD100 1.1

To learn more allout iMediaLogger, visit www.omt.net or call 1-888-665-0501

+12
+9
+6

TEST

-6

- 12

-18

-24

- 30

-36

-42
UT IL (0 20dB

Detail of the unit's screen showing the
Lissajous figure and level indication.

(h) x 39mm (d). Power is provided by a
15V wall -wart supply. The unit will operate
from 12V to 30V ac or dc, and consumes
6.5W. The finish is an attractive gray and
black, and the chassis is rugged and of
heavy sheet -metal construction.

Display life in continuous operation is
expected to extend well beyond two years.
The unit was easy to install and set up. The
different modes allow easy checking of
what we're transmitting. Channel drop-
outs are easily detected, station processing
is easier to set up and most of the time it just
verifies that everything is running properly.
We have found the unit to be a valuable
tool for ensuring audio quality throughout
the stations.

Callaghan is the chief engineer for KITS -FM,
Los Angeles, and one of two market managers
for the Clear Channel stations there.

DK-Audio

602-765-0532

602-765-1473

www.dk-audio.com

info@dk-audio.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.
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Announcing the 2nd Annual
Radio Magazine Buyers Guide:

The Radio Industry Sourcebook of Equipment, Services & Technology.

Radft)
orb) audio it the till

^Mlle flexible. Mumble

"atikiRatitcr
the preview
Set as tBd10

the East Coast Motor Racing Network

covers NASCAR
A new definition

last -paced

ad coBuyers Cu
After the successful launch of the 2003 Buyers Guide,
Radio magazine is assembling the latest products and services
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Field Re oil

Audio TX Multiplex
By Christian Arnaut

so often, a new product is introduced
es people ask themselves "Why

hink of that?" Products that, at the
were made available, were revo-
because they filled a need we did

not realize existed. In time, these products
evolved from something we didn't know
we needed to something we now can't do
without. Hard -disk editors, compact inter-
faces and DTMF-accessible remote con-
trol systems are all examples of items intro-
duced during my career that filled such a
need. I have one more to add to the list:

MDO UK's Audio
TX Multiplex.

The Audio TX
Multiplex appli-
cation provides
the ability to
broadcast multi-
ple audio chan-
nels overa LAN. A
workstation/
desktop/routing
switcher, if you

Performance at a glance
Ease of installation

Quality audio with basic PC

Web browser -based client installer

Efficient use of network resources

Ability to customize audio settings

Unlimited number of audio channels

will.The concept issimple.With a single PC
with a static IP address installed in a rack
room or master control, audio provided as
an input can be monitored from any LAN
workstation on the network.

As expected, the setup and configuration
is accomplished in two parts, the server/
encoder and the workstation/decoder.The
server can encode one stereo input or two
mono channels using a single Sound Blast-
er card up to 48 stereo inputs, or 96 mono
channels using more elaborate multi -chan-
nel audio cards. In fact, any combination

of stereo and mono channels can be used, based on
individual needs. The user can individually configure
each input's sample rate from 16kHz to 48kHz, compres-
sion type from linear to MP2 to MP3 and select from
various bit rates. The design of the software makes the
setup and configuration of the input channels extremely
easy. In fact, it wasn't until after I had the system running
that I fully read the documentation. The application is
virtually self-explanatory.

System spec
Our test machine was a P4 1.8GHz running a Motu 24

I/O Interface. This interface provides 24 mono analog
inputs or 12 stereo inputs or any combination in between.
The manufacturerstates that a P4 2GHz system is capable
of running about 35 mono channels or 25 stereo chan-
nels. During the peak of testing we were running 15 inputs
(eight mono and seven stereo). On the server's display,
a small bar graph displayed the CPU load generated by
the application. On our test machine we registered a peak
of 51 percent, so you can probably count on needing a
powerful PC if more than one 24 I/O is used. However,
even at 51 percent we never encountered any audio
dropouts while listening.

The efficiency of the streams is another plus. In an effort
to minimize the bandwidth impact on a LAN,the Audio TX
Multiplex uses multicast technology. This allows the server
to transmit a single copy of an audio channel regardless
of the number of clients listening. With several clients
listening, monitoring our 100Mb/s switch indicated only a
minimal impact on network bandwidth. Even when
opening a 150MB Power Point presentation across the
network, the audio playback was not interrupted.

Moving on to the workstation, I was amazed to see the
planning and thought that went into this application.
Installation and configuration of the client software is fool
proof. Enter the server's IP address into a Web browser and
a Web page appears that provides two links. The first installs
the client software; the second configures the client with
the server's IP address and enters the appropriate IP
address. The operation of the client is just as easy. Opening
the application provides a small desktop interface about
the height of a Windows title bar. It has just enough room
for a pull -down list to select the desired channel, audio
meterand a slider forvolume. If the small desktop interface
gets in the way it can be minimized,leaving only the audio.

At this point you're probably asking"What do I use it for?"
You would be surprised where this can be useful. For an
FM station, you might benefit from having not only your on -
air audio,but also that of your closest competitors as well.
These, in addition to your production studio's program
audio bus, would give program directors the ability to
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Studio 2A Output

11 BBC Radio 4

BBC Radio I
BBC Padio 2
86C Radio 3
BBC Radio 4
BRNB3 Birmingham
Heart FM arming!).
Studio 1A Output
Studio 2A Output
Station Out FM

The Receiver Bar occupies ' ittle space
on the desktop. The drop -down provides
instant access to available channels.

monitor your station, sample the station
across town or approve daily promos or
imaging production without leaving his
desk. The sales manager could listen and
approve spot production without com-
ing to the studio. A news/talk facility can
really exploit the potential uses. In addi-
tion to the feeds listed above, think about
adding feeds such as NOAA, news feed
satellite channels, local 1V audio or even
a national cable channel's audio. Would
your news director benefit from the ability
to listen to the news cue feed right in his
office? Perhapsyoursports director would
like to have the ability to listen to a press
conference. You can see where the pos-
sibilities are almost endless.

It has been said,"simplicity is the hall-
mark of genius" If so, this application
comes close to the level of genius. Its

installation and operation is as stream-
lined as could ever be expected. Yet, its

Audio TX

+44 121 256 0200

+44 121 256 5109

www.audiotxmultiplex.com

sales@audiotx.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well -quali-
fied staff at a radio station, production facility
or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is
limited to providing loan equipment and to
aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to
publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.

functionality is nearly endless. Now that
PCs with speakers are commonplace in the
of fice,Audio TX Multiplex could be a valu-
able addition to most any broadcast facility,
big or small.

Arnaut is the broadcast IT engineer for WIR,
WDVD and WDRQ Radio, Detroit, Ml.

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumannusa com/103

Tele3hone 860 434 5220  FAX 860 434 3148
NeumannIUSA
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Field Report

NTI Digilyzer
by Eddie Ciletti

ow iliany times have you connected two
pieces of digital equipment together only
to end up having bizarre things happen?

1110r even worse, nothing happen? Luckily,
there N -the NTI Digilyzer, a digital blood-
hound, to sniff out the problem. It issosmart
it will even accept an analog signal.

Most digital equipment iswoefully lacking
in its ability to display why it is unhappy.
The Digilyzer can display lack of data
compliance, bad cables, bad bits or
poor signal quality-any
combination of which can
contribute to lack of data
integrity. Similar to its ana-
log cousin, the Minilyzer.
the Digilyzerisa hand-held
piece of test equipment
with a handful of menus
that can display channel
status information (three
pages), distortion, PPM and
RMS metering, a scope and
memory to store and recall
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EOA = excitement on snivel
As soon as the Digilyzer arrived, I used it to analyze three

puzzling situations. A Tascam DAT recorder pretended to go
into record but did not actually put anything on tape.
Cleaning the machine's heads yielded nothing, until I real-
ized that the unit's analog recording function was fine. I never
thought to question the Alesis Masterlink that was feeding it
until I substituted a Panasonic DAT deck, which balked at
being in record and locked up until the power was cycled.

Equipment manufacturers are inconsistent in their im-
plementation of digital -communications protocol. In the

two DAT examples,
both decks expected
the sample -rate sta-
tus flag to concurwith
the transmitted sam-
ple rate. Figure 1

shows a side -by -side
comparison of a Tech-
nics CD player (left)
and the Masterlink,
respective examples
of consumer and pro-
fessional formats.

Note the "FS no ID,"
which indicates that
the sample -rate flag
had not been set. In

thissnapshot, the Masterlink is also transmitting at 88.2kHz,
but not at the time of the DAT trouble. By not setting the
sample -rate flag, the Masterlink did not comply with the
specification. a problem that was remedied in later produc-

tion units.

ElE141:11.5Ei

EZT1

FROFE5511AL
a LII1EAR PC11

Figure 1. Half of page one (of three) channel -
status pages comparing the output of a

Technics CD player (left) to an

Performance at a glance

Reads AES3, S/PDIF, TOS-Link and ADAT

Sampling frequency from 32kHz to 96kHz

Analyzes multiple digital parameters

Compact size

Battery or ac powered

Built-in monitor speaker

Event logger

early version of the Alesis
Masterlink. The screen highlight is
for clarity.

default setups and device sta-
tus. The unit runs on three AA
batteries and includes an exter-
nal power jack. It also sports an
auto shut-off feature.

The unit has XLR, RCA and
optical inputs; the latter accepts
S/PDIFandADATLightpipe. Any
TDIF-to-ADAT converter allows
the unit to read Tascam's proprietary digital
format, as well. A built-in speaker is quite
useful and loud. A stereo headphone mini
jack is also included.

I
011111010.041.1. tr.

' it L fl I ,

44099.59 H. a`40.=1
_OPTIC!. INN
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TIME 00 00

0 00 00 00 HE'

Figure 2.

CNC!: FAULT

Page two of the Digilyzer's three -
channel status pages.

Heads up
In another instance,

the AES output of a
Sony PCM R500 did
not transmit a clean
signal, thus wreaking
havoc with a CD
burner but not caus-
ing an immediate,
obvious error with
other equipment. In
Figure 1 the rectan-

gle to the right of OPTICL (optical) isclear,indicating good
data. In Figure 2 (from a PCM R500), the rectangle is solid
black, indicating bad data, which was not bad enough to
mute the audio.

The Digilyzer is a powerful tool if you know where to look.
Whether the data is good, bad or out of compliance, the unit
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Figure 3. The display showing a hit -depth of 16
bits. For a 24 -bit signal, the left -most (LSB)
boxes would not be empty.

is tolerant and does its best to translate
audio that other devices will not. Toler-
ance is good only if it doesn't lure us into
a false sense of data security. In conjunc-
tion with the Nil Minirator or any low -
distortion oscillator, the Digilyzer can
measure distortion and provide a clue
as to the cause of the problem.

Creating the tests
For most of the tests, the Digilyzer was

a destination on a digital router, hence
the optical indication on the display,
even though many sources were tested.

Note also that the number in the center
square on Figure 2 indicates the page
number. There are three pages to check
channel status, plus a bit -status page.

With additional reading (via manual
and online) and testing, the unit becomes
an even more valuable tool. It doesn't
blare warning tones and can't do more
than flash a warning on the appropriate
page, so some problems might not be
obvious if you don't know where to look.
The signal -quality rectangle, pointed out
earlier, is an easy indicator of a problem

Neutrik USA

P 732-901-9488

F 732-901-9608

wwww.neutrik.com

E
info@neutrikusa.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclu-
sive Radio magazine feature for radio
broadcasters. Each report is prepared by
well -qualified staff at a radio station, pro-
duction facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer support
is limited to providing loan equipment and
to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine
to publish the results of any device tested,
positive or negative. No report should be
considered an endorsement or disapproval
by Radio magazine.

(352) 622-7700

that may be diagnosed on another page.
The Digilyzer saves time and speculation. From 16

bits to 24 bits, 32kHz to 96kHz, the Digilyzertellsyou the
good, the bad and the ugly.

Ciletti is president of Manhattan Sound Technicians in
Saint Paul, MN. Contact him through www.tangible-
technology. corn.
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Buy one of our

DA's, Phone Hybrids or Silence Sensors

any time this year

and get a

CT -2002 Clock - up/down Timer Fri

(a $135.00 value)

601 Heron )rive, Logan Township, NJ C8085
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Mic accessory
Maycorn
Audio Systems
Mic tube:This high -end
pre -amp fits directly in
a XLR dynamic mic. It
gives a line-out for ev-
ery recorder (M P-3, DAT,

MD, CASS), creating a
convenient hookup.

+31481453466

fax +31 481 375988

www.maycom.n1

sales@maycom.n1

Digital audio
recorder/player
Henry Engineering

DIGISTOR-MP
WED DIGITAL RECORDER

. 16 MI BnOta.r.
TOY,. Wrap T

Digistor-MP: This solid-state MPEG digital
audio recorder/player stores as much as
20 minutes of audio with 15kHz band-
width. The unit can store as many as 99
messages, which can be accessed via GPI
or RS -232 protocol. This product is useful
for broadcast station network news delay,
IDs, spot inserts, SAP channel ID and sound
effects. MPEG files can be downloaded
from a PC for stand-alone playback.

626-355-3656: fax 626-355-0077

wevdieniyeng .com: info@henryeng.com

LED tower beacon
Dialight

Low -profile
L864:Thisa low -

profile, LED -based flashing red beacon marks obstacles that pose hazards to
aircraft navigation. Measuring just 19.89" high, the new light is ETL certified to
FAA AC NO: (150/5345-43E) and compliant with Canadian Aviation Regulation
(CAR 621.19) and ICAO (Annex 14, July 1990). Designed to replace 300mm
incandescent obstruction lighting fixtures, it mounts onto standard bolt pat-
terns, interfacing easily into existing or new installations. The flashing red
beacon incorporates high -flux LEDs that use 90 percent less energy and last
years longer than incandescent lights. It dissipates heat for optimum LED
performance,and a unique lens design provides 360 -degree visibility. The new
light can be operated in flashing or steady-state mode and creates no trouble-
some EMI/RFI. The beacon features a weather- and corrosion -resistant lamp

assembly and housing to resist shock and vibration.
800-835-2810; fax 132-751-5778; twiw.dialightcom; info@dialight.com

Active PA loudspeaker
Mackie

SRM350: Benefiting from
Mackie Active loudspeaker
technology, the two-way, bi-
amplified loudspeaker is ca-
pable of 121dB output with a
built-in 165W LFamplifierand
a 30W HF amplifier.This prod-
uct boosts key low -end fre-
quencies as volume levels are
reduced to create a well-bal-
anced output at any level.
Driver configuration for the
loudspeaker includes a sin-
gle 10 -inch LF woofer and a
1 -inch HF driver.A waveguide horn and direct radiating
woofer allows it to deliver wide and even sound disper-
sion. The lightweight, high -impact plastic enclosure
design is useful for PA and floor monitor applications,
as well as being easy to transport with comfortable
handles on one side and on top.

800-898-3211; fax 425-481-4337

vitwi.maddexam; productinfamadoe.cam

Data patchbay
Switchcraft
NPB 556: With the increased need to route audio data
within a facility, the NPB 556 provides a familiar patchbay
feel to accommodate various uses. This unit's switching
normals simplify and reduce installation labor time to
minutes with only a slotted screwdriver. The system offers
96 Bantam TT style jacks in a wide range of configurations.
It is available in 1,1.5 and 2RU heights. This unit uses AES/
EBU wiring for complete digital compatibility. Nickel -
plated, brass sleeves reduce wear and increase reliability.
Gold-plated switching contacts reduce contact resistance.
It is housed in a lightweight anodized aluminum frame and
is available in a wide range of back panel options, includ-
ing unwired versions with cable tray or cable tie bars.

173-192-2100; fax 773-792-2129

mwawitchcraficom; sales@switthaaft.com
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Rack -mount mixer
SPL - Sound Performance Lab
Grapevine Keymix 6: This compact mixer
offers nine inputs, three stereo and three mono
outputs,a mic preamp, an insert loop plus monitor and main outputs. Potential applications include uses
as a remote broadcast mixer,studio submixer or news room/dub station mixer. It features an internal power
supply with ground lift switch, high -quality potentiometers
and switches, a double -sided PCB for durability and reli-
ability and a rugged metal casing. The mic
channel can supply 48V phantom power.
Line -level I/O is on 1/4" IRS jacks. The
separate mix outputs are ideal for creating
and mixing mix -minus feeds and a PA feed
at remotes.

866 -GI -USA; fax 805-435-7455

wmupl-asammr, infogsplisuem

Automation
and scheduling bundle
Freelance Media Services
Radio Automation 24/7 Software Suite:
The software suite consists of two main
programs: Broadcaster and Scheduler.
Together, these programs provide flexibil-
ity and control managing audio events
and program elements. The Scheduler
program provides a single, easy -to -use in-
terface for managing program elements

and audio events. The user can create
broadcast playlists, music rotations and
event sequences. With Cartchunk traffic
data tags and ID3 info tags, the software can
save audio cut information tags directly to
the audio files without the need of separate
databases. Broadcaster handles all of the
automation functions from audio play-
back to external hardware control, event
logging and EAS logging. Once program
elements are created and setup in Sched-
uler, the Broadcaster program will inte-
grate each broadcast playlist into an on -air
product using auto -ducking, voice -track-
ing, and audio mixing based on user -de-
fined settings and properties.

856-912-0676: wwwtmebncemediam

sales@automation247.com

GREAT
COMPANY

EXCELLENT
PEOPLE

040.11
CELEBRATED

PRODUCTS
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New Products

Cobranet optical relay
Whirlwind
DLS I: The DLS I transmits the Ethernet and Cobranet protocols easily, economically, safely and
securely over an infrared laser beam. Its 2GB bandwidth has the capacity for transmitting and receiving
large amounts of data, including hundreds of channels of Cobranet audio in real time. These units
use standard Gigabit fiber optic input and output. No additional software or hardware configurations
are necessary.While not intended to totally replace structured cable,its implementation into a hybrid
copper and fiber delivery system can reduce costs associated with construction labor, conduit,
termination and other hardwired systems issues. The resulting bi-directional network allows signal

transmission with add/drop points at any location and
can provide fail-safe redundancy.

088-733-4396: fax 116-065-0930

wwwwhidwindusa.com

sales@whirlwindiracom

-1111521M111

109 W. Knapp Ave, Edgewater, FL 32132

Phone 1-84/2-RA01095 in the US

Globally, phori .386 426 2521
Online go to www radiosoft com

Search for FCC license data online
 Locate potential frequencies
 Automatic interference calculations
 Accepted and used by the FCC:
 Real time 3D displays

 Fast, accurate, cost effective mapping

IMINME1111111MI
Considered by many to be the industry leader

Broadcast Professionals can count on RadioSoft for fast,
accurate radio mapping.

Audio playback utility
dcstools.com
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Xplay: Having been updated, this Win-
dows -based audio playback utility now
supports Apt -X .DAF files. An audio play-
back utility for DCS and Maestro systems, it
now supports Apt -X audio playback in
addition to linear and MPEGII audio files.
The software can be used to play back
audio files created using Computer Con-
cepts' audio delivery systems from any 32 -

bit Windows work station equipped with a
standard sound card and access to the
audio inventory, typically via an Audio
Central Plus (ACP) server.

952-949-9450; fax 952-949-9448

dcstesIssonz idadxstodusm

Where's the mic?
Find the mic and win

The Radio magazine
Find-the-mic

Sweepstakes returns.
Find the mic icon on the covers
of the issues from 2003 and win

a Neumann mic, Sonifex mic
preamp or LPB mic boom.

Details on how you can win are
coming in the December issue.
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New Products

Turntable
Vestax

PDX-2300: Rep-
resenting the
next genera-
tion of the

PDX-2000, this
turntable is

aimed at the mod-
em DJ and the vi-

nyl connoisseur. A
digital readout allows

precision pitch adjust-
ment with t50 percent pitch control on a fader plus an
additional ±10 percent with a fine pitch control.

516-333-9100; fax 516-333-9108; vmw.vestax.com

Tower monitoring
Towerswitch
Lift -Notes: The Lift -Notes system is designed for tall tower
elevators and helps reduce liability and insurance premi-
ums. It provides safety and operating information to
passengers and optionally permits the tower owner to
restrict elevator operation until all safety and warning
messages are played.

561-482-1334; www.towerswitch.com; sales@towertwith.con

11,000

Four -channel mixer
Rolls Corporation
MX124: stereo field mixer has four bal-
anced XLR inputseach with switchable phan-
tom power and low-cut switches, and two

/ton...PAPP/AI/I/

transformer-balancedXLRout-
puts each with a rear -panel output level
control. Each microphone channel has a
pan and level control. Front -panel stereo '/4"
headphone and 3.5mm headphone outputs
are also provided. The unit operates on two
9V alkaline batteries, or an optional Rolls
PS27 dc power supply LEDs indicate power
presence and audio clipping.

801-263-9053; fax 801-263-9068

twAtualls.com; follsrberok.ces

Ap owe OF THE MOST PO I?
CONSOLES eVe12??!

For more detailed information visit us at www.arrakis-systems.com or call (970) 461-0730
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LX -51 05

The LX -"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand -Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
 Self -setting time code

readers
 5", 12" & 16" models
 Sweep & Step second

hand modes
 Lighted Dial and Rack

Mount options
 Time Zone Offset
 3 Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com

310-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127
142 SIERRA ST , EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA

New Products

ti

Workstation
Omnirax
Force 36: Sound and sight
lines are optimized for
comfortable extended
sessions with this work-
station. The design's
wrap -around curves en-
hance the look of any re-
cording environment. It is
available in a choice of
melamine laminate colors, as well as in black melamine
laminate combined with acajou mahogany, maple or gey
slate Formica desk and riser surfaces. The workstation has two 12-space rack
bays below the desk surface for peripherals. A fully adjustable keyboard and
mouse shelf is included, which attaches to the underside of the desk. The
complete unit is mounted on heavy-duty casters for mobility and easy cabling.
Its work surface can support most table -top mixers or an array of small -format
control surfaces. The three -level curved riser above the rear of the desk is wide
enough for numerous monitors and speakers, and features four rack bays. Two
outer four -space rack bays are ergonomically set at an angle, which provides
sightlines and easy access to the equipment placed in them. The tops of these
rack bays provide placement for Near Field Speakers. In the centerare two two -
space rack bays with a generous shelf above, large enough for most dual video -

monitor configurations.
800-332-3393; fax 415-332-2801; www.ommancoac infoatomairaum

Coaxial cable
Dielectric
Flexline: The coaxial cable is available in 7/8"
through 6'/8" line sizes and features patented pre-
cision -fitted connectors. Now users have an alter-
native to rigid transmission line for installations
on crowded towers, broadband systems or any
other situation in which flexible transmission line
is advantageous. Oxygen -free copper and poly-
ethylene are used to make these coaxial cables.
No recycled materials are used.

800-341-9618; fax 201-655-1120

twiwidedie.com; dcsalesaielactic.com

Satellite contol software
Andrew
Earth Station Management Software: This software provides real-time network and
earth station equipment management, monitoring and control. Users can operate
networks or stations and set up schedules and programmable events.The software also
allows users to lower their system operating costs by being able to combine operations
into one location for the most efficient use of resources. The comprehensive monitoring
and reporting capability provides event calendars, maintenance logs and status reports.
Using these reports, the system operator can remotely detect and analyze device
conditions so that preventative action can be taken before a problematic event results
in equipment failure and network downtime. The software has an Intuitive Graphical
User Interface for displaying network and equipment configurations. The software
requires Microsoft Windows 2000 or Windows NT operating system.

800-DIAL-4-RF; fax 108-349-5444

wwwaadratcom. rose.wolski@andrevaom
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New Products

Digital audio switch
Broadcast Devices

AES302: This two -in -MP ANIL put AES-compatible
switcher can sense the
loss of signal and ac-

tuate a switch automatically. The unit features automatic and manual mode switching. It features four outputs
that can drive AES-compatible digital audio loads. The unit also features a 24 -bit digital -to -analog converter
with professional balanced 4dBm left/right output. There is also a front panel headphone output for
confidence monitoring.The digital I/O can be ordered with XLR,S/PDIF or optical interface. Status indicators
include complete error status with memory, sample rate indication, position status and mode status. All
functions can be actuated by a front -panel push button or remote control.

914-137-5032; fax 914-136-6916; breadcast-devicassamt, nies@bmadcut-devices.cia

Sample rate converter
Kramer Electronics
FC-2000: A bi-directional broadcast -quality audio -for-
mat transcoder and digital sample -rate converter. The
converter inputs are analog on XLRs, AES/EBU, S/PDIF
and Optical digital, with similar outputs. All outputs are simultaneously available for each selected input
format. Digital input scan rate is automatically detected, and the user can change output scan rates between
32kHz and 96kHz.The machine can be genlocked to an internal reference, or to the AES/EBU incoming
signal or even to a video reference. The unit is housed in a rugged, 1RU enclosure.

888-215-6311; fax 908-735-0515

wwwkramerelectronics.cr m. info@kramerelectronics.com

CD
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The only industry publication that's written
by radio professionals - for radio professionals.

Racily
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

The ASBPE and Ozzie award -winning editorial staff*, led by Chriss Scherer and featuring
Harry Martin, John Battison and Kevin McNamara, reports monthly on critical updates
that keep you current in an ever-evoiving industry.

If you miss an issue of Radio magazine, yoj'll pass up valuable peer -to -peer
advice regarding:
New product previews;
User reports:
Facility showcases:
Installation prcjects:
FCC updates and
Application examples, so you get the most from industry tools.

Don't miss out! Subscribe to Radio magazine today.
To start your FREE subscription with the radio industry's community resource
for radio technology, go to www.beradio.com and click on "Subscriptions."

Radio magazine - The Radio Technology Leader
Radio magazine has received three ASBPE awards for outstanding editorial content.

one ASBPE award for artistic design and one Ozzie award for artistic design.
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New Products

Quick -switch normalling patchbays
Audio Accessories
Shorti series: The Shorti series delivers flexibility of the Quick -switch normalling system. The company
has taken the standard 2 x 48 x 2RU,0.172" mini patchbay and brought the tip,ring and sleeve of each jack
out to individual three -pin EDAC connectors.Then it's mounted on the rear of a 3" deep Shorti box, with
a cabling support tray behind for bundling incoming cables. The Quick -switch normalling pod allows
the user to set the individual normals on a per jack -pair basis. This enables the user to full -normal, half -

normal or non -normal individual bused grounds on a per -row basis. The Quick -switch has also been
incorporated into the line of 'ti" long -frame Shortis. This 2 x 26 x 1RU '/4" long -frame MAXI patchbay has
the tip ring and sleeve of each jack brought out to individual three -pin EDAC connectors. It's mounted on

rear of a 4" deep Shorti box, with a
cabling support
tray behind for
bundling incom-
ing cables. The nor -
mailing pod is
unique because all
the individual nor-
mals can beset on
a per jack -pair ba-

sis. By positioning the shunts to the proper
locations, the user can select full -normal,
half -normal, non -normal or grounds verti-
cally strapped.

603-446-3335; fax 603-446-7543

www.patchbays.com; audioacc@patchbays.com

the
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4460
Engineering Feasibility Studies
2000 Population Reporting
AM, FM, TV/LPTV, Translators
Wireless (ITFS, MDS, MMDS)

Custom Mapping
Predicted FCC Contours
Longley-Rice Received Signal Level Coverage
Demographics

Subscriptions
DataXpert
FLAG FCC Monitoring Service
Engineering Services

www.dataworld.com info@dataworld.com

800 - 368 - 5754 301 - 652 - 8822 301 - 656 - 5341 (fax)
P.O. Box 30730 Bethesda, MD 20824

'Jpgrades and Updates
Digigram Adds More
Linux Support

Digigram has released a Linux driver under open
!source licensing for its Mixart 8 and Mixart 8 AES/
EBU multichannel sound cards. The driver follows
the most advanced audio standard for Linux called
ALSA (Advanced Linux Sound Architecture) and is
available for download at www.alsa-project.org.

In March 2003, Digigram released a Linux driver
for its VX222, VXpocket v2 and VXpocket 440
sound cards.

www.digigram.com

Tascam Ships FW-1884
Designed by Tascam and Frontier Design Group,

the FVV-1884 uses the Firewire high-speed data
transfer protocol. The unit features an 18 -channel
audio interface, eight mic preamps, 4x4 MIDI
interface and flexible editing and mixing controls.

www.tascam.com

Audioscience Adds Low -

rate MP3 to 6000 Series
Audioscience has added Low Sample rate Format

(LSF) MP3 support to its range of ASI6000 audio
adapters. Also known as MPEG-2 and MPEG-2.5
Layer 3, the LSF formats support MP3 encoding and
decoding at sample rates of 8, 11.025, 12, 16,
22.050 and 24kHz and bit rates of 8kb/s to 160kb/s.
All signal processing is done on the adapter's DSP,
Low sample rate MP3 is available free of charge
through driver update v2.82, available from the
Audioscience website.

www.audioscience.com

Orban Updates Digital
Audio Manual

Orban has released the 2003 edition of Maintain-
ing Audio Quality in the Broadcast Facility. The
revised edition is available for free download from
the Orban website. This edition has more material
about digital than previous editions, and it debunks
some common digital audio myths.

This version uses some of the enhanced functions of
Adobe Acrobat 6, but previous version of Acrobat
Reader will be able to view the material.

www.orban.com
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Digital audio editor
Sony Pictures Digital Networks
Sound Forge 7.0:This software includes many features and enhancements,such as:automated time -based
recording; audio threshold record triggering; VU meters for recording and playback; enhanced spectrum
analysis tools; DirectX plug-in effects automation; white, pink and brown noise generators; Media Explorer
previewing; and project file creation. The software is used for production in recording studios, post
production facilities, broadcast and media complexes, home studios, radio stations and training facilities.
The application includes an extensive set of customizable processes, effects and tools for manipulating
audio,creating streaming media and also offers support for a wide range of file import and export options

for most industry formats.
877-183-7987; www.soundfolge.com

A/D converter
Behringer

SRC2496: The successor to the SRC2000, this con-
verter enables the user to transfer digital audio
signals between devices with different sample rates.

* 411formats or interfaces, disable SCMS for 1:1 digital
copies and remove dropou:s or jitter from digital media. Simultaneously operable outputs offer splitter
functionality. The 24-bit/96kHz compatible converter now offers high -quality 24-bit/96kHz A/D-D/A
conversion. Format conversion between AES/EBU and S/PDIF (coaxial or optical) is provided with high -

quality signal output with 16-, 20- or 24 -bit resolution. Universal sample rate synchronization is done via
word clock or digital input. XLR, RCA and optical outputs are simultaneously operational with separately
selectable inputs, turning this unit into a digital patchbay.

877-672-0816; fax 425-673-1647

mwtbehringeuximmaft4thelriageuie

CDS32 SAT , $7,295.00
complete

News/Talk/Sports/Music
Satellite Automation that Sounds Local

a)=
co

v 19"Rackmount computer v Intel P4 2.66GHz v Intel MB
v 512MB DDR v Intel graphics. 120GB storage v Intel
PRO 100 LAN v 17" LCD flatscreen v AudioScience audio
card v Broadcast Tools 8x2 switcher

-E.

cu

a>

CO
na)
=
rts

v Simultaneous play& record, including background record-
ing of network spots news or programs.. Powerful scripts
provide for advanced satellite features.. Control CDS32 from
anywhere via phone jr Internet.. System synchronizes with
network closures for perfect timing and joins.. CDS32allows
watch windows for each spot -set so you'll never miss an -
other mandatory or optional break again.. On -Demand deck
inserts liners, legal IDs, and jingles for a live, local
sound.. Pause and resume automation and go live for late
breaking news or air remote broadcasts anc ball
games ., Play and record virtually any format including PCM,
MP2 & MP3 ., 24/7 Product Support

GET THE JOB DONE RIGHT! 800 -795 -RADIO

P risti ne Systems CALLe"C.---z.V ,- Art.., ....W.c.1.111c-Irl
,.,inms' .0 NOW!

www.pristinesys.corn sales@pristinesys. corn

AS/6122
RUN TWO

COMPLETE RADIO

STATIONS OFF A

SINGLE AUDIO

CARD:

2 stereo inputs &

outputs
> Balanced analog

1,0

> AES / E B U or

S/PDIF digital I/O

> 4/6 mono/stereo
play streams

> 2 mono/stereo
r_cord streams

> MPEG layer 2, MP3

ompiession

> MRX'" multi -rate
mixing

TSX'' Time
Scaling*

Start your media

empire today!

+1-302-324-5333

www.audioscience.com

/191.
*COP XI y01, A.L.c.,,Sc,erce
dear for thrs feature
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Wireless data link
Moseley Associates
Max -link: Consisting of the Max -Link IDU
and the AB -Access wireless data radio, the
IDU is a full duplex packetizer forup to eight
El/T1 highways that can operate in El or
T1 mode, and whose individual 64kb/s
channels can be ATM cell networked to a
composite ATM 25 port. The IDU connects
to the all -outdoor AB -Access radio by use
of a regular CAT5 cable. The two units can

be up to 150' apart. Features of this product
include a license exempt wireless link,
rapid ROI, split IDU/ODU architecture, swit-
chable ATM or IP interfaces and it is fast and
easy to deploy.

805-968-9621; fax 805-685-9638

vnwanoselepb.com: infamoseleysb.com

Optical disc duplicator
Primera Technology
Composermax:This high-vol-
ume,four-drive CD/DVD du-
plicator automatically
recordsand prints as many
as 400 discs per job at fast
32x recording speeds.
This automated CD -R/
DVD-R duplication
system is designed for
high -volume produc-
tion environments.
Advanced robotics
are used to pick
and place discs
into two or four re-
cordable drives. After
discs are recorded they are
transported into individual 100 -disc
output bins. The entire process is automatic and no
operator intervention is necessary after a job has been
started. Discs can also be transported to an optional, built-
in ink -jet or thermal transferoptical disc printer or full -color
printing with up to 2400 dpi print resolution.

800-191-2112; fax 163-475-6677

www.primem.com; saka@pimera.com

Truthful

Get an Instant Air Sound Upgrade - with the Benchmark DAC1

If your station is analog, you must play your CDs and spots from digital players through their internal
DACs. Frankly. what happens in that conversion process is not a pretty picture, Jitter from
transports, power supplies, and in-between electronics, phase modulates the audio, producing non -
signal related sidebands The digital filters found in converter chips, intended to prevent aliasing, are
insufficient for their lob

The DAC1 eliminates litter and the resulting low frequency mud. It provides digital filters that yield
total freedom from aliasing resulting in phenomenal clarity

Add the DAC1 and hear what is really available from your CDs. You will be surprisedat what you've
been missing,

And now, for a limited time, ask for the "Radio Specior when ordenng the DAC1 and we will clue you
a rack mount kit FREE! That's a $66 value so call now! See us at AES booth* 512

the measure of excellence,.

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
800-262-4675

www.BenchmarkMedia.corn

;>It's New!
t--,- \\z

(PO
I

Fl
Fl.

IFlipJack FJ-5001
3 channel cell phone interface I

Two headphone jacks
Two Mic inputs & Line Input
Connection To A 1

Standard Telephone Line.
Operates on "AA' batteries
or external power
Balanced Line Level Output

1

Small Size: 1.5"H x 4.8"W x 4.5"D
1

 Tuner input for off -air monitoring I

 LED level indicator
1

www.conex-electro.com j

CONEXEVsM11111
,a St. P.O.Box 67 Bellingham, WA 98227 I

i4-4323 FAX 360-676-4822
EMAIL conexconex-electro.corn 800-645-1061
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On -Air 500: Offer-

ing six channel faders, two mas-

ter faders and an integrated input router, this console offers
the utmost flexibility to the operator. Important information
like source label, output bus assignment, clean feed and
talkback activation, equalizer and dynamics operation is
displayed in the channel display of the fader strip, thus
leading to easy operation and a fast learning curve. The
console is equipped with two 30 -segment LED stereo bar
graph meters,each including an additional phase correlator.
Two timers and a PFL loudspeaker are also provided.
Signal processing includes a three band equalizer and
dynamics functions like compression, limiting and gating.
These are topped with a Lexicon effects processor making
the console a versatile production tool. The console
features an integrated power supply with the possibility of
24Vdc operation for mobile applications. The unit can be
operated in a first -level power supply redundancy mode
by powering it with ac line voltage and
simultaneously with a 24Vdc source.

416-510-1347: fax 416-510-1294

www.stdeuir saleastudexdi

Amplifier line
Crown Audio
CTs series: The series is comprised of six
amplifiers: the two -channel CTs 600, 1200,
2000 and 3000,f our -channel CTs 4200 and
eight -channel CTs 8200. Every CTs ampli-
fier uniquely provides a choice of direct
constant voltage outputs (70V and, on
four models, 100V) and low impedance
outputs (811,41 and,on four models,2S1),
while increased output power at every
impedance improves system headroom
at practical power steps. Each CTs series
amplifier is housed in low -profile, all -steel
2RU frame, except for the CTs 8200, which

features a 3RU chassis. Furthermore, two -
channel models feature a shallow rack
depth of 14", while multichannel model
are only 16.25" deep. CTs amplifiers fea-
ture protection circuitry, including a new
ac line voltage monitor that protects the
amplifier by shutting it down in the event
of an over- or under -voltage condition,
and then flashes the blue power indicator
light for quick troubleshooting.

800-342-6939; fax 219-294-8250

www.crownaudio.com; mamillefOcromand.com

Stereo switcher
Broadcast Tools
ACS 8.2: This router accommodates eight
stereo inputs, two stereo and two monaural
outputs. All eight inputs assigned to output
one may be faded up, down or dimmed.
Inputs assigned to output two are only
switched on or off. The front panel is
equipped with push buttons for sensors,
PIP and power. It may be configured for
three switching modes. The mix mode
allows the mixing of any or all inputs to any
or all outputs. The overlap mode can
overlap any two inputs to an output. The
duration of the overlap may be set in incre-
ments of 1/10 of a second, with a maximum of
9.9 seconds. The interlock mode immedi-
ately connects a selected input while the
previous input is immediately disconnect-
ed. Features include eight open collector
status outputs, eight SPDT relays, dual si-
lence sensors with SPDT relays, power -up
selection of inputs to outputs, fade attenua-
tion and speed is user programmable.

877-250-5575; fax 360-854-9479

mtw.bfoadcastfools.cam; tai@koadcasttoolua.

Experience Exceptional Quality, Reliability and Service!

Experience Armstrong Transmitter!
Lur surge tube high power FM transmitters offer
you exce)tional quality and affordable prices.

Euilt for the "real world" environment, these RF
vorkhorE es offer long term reliability and features
not found in any other single tube transmitter
available

Featured include:

 1/4 1A.ave Grounded Grid PA.

 Fiber Optic PA Arc Detection.

 PA Temperature Protection.

 Advarced Control System with remote
comps ter interface and auto log.

 More nternal status sensors than any other
transmitter.

 CD Cli.ality Audio. IAES/EBU optionEn

 Availaile from 15KW to 35KW. Ocmoined
systems to 60KW

FM 30000 TA'

Armstroig Transmitter ... the best PF products. the best around -the -clock support,
and the nest prices... because you deserve nothing less!

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4830 North Street, Mareellus, NV 13108
Phone: 315-673-1269 Fax: 315-613-9912

Web Site: armstrongtx corn
email: aalas@armstrongtx.com
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Tabletop
interconnect box
Altinex
PN P402 Pop 'N Plug: This device provides
access to multimedia input connections on
two sides when needed, and hides them
when not needed.lb is unit comesstandard
with both sides filled with the most com-
monly used connections for presentation
and computer connectivity. However, it can
be completely customized with a variety of

data or A/V connectors
before shipment. Using a
tower -type construction
with pneumatic suspen-
sion and a mechanical
latching mechanism, the
product can pop up into
a raised position to pro-
vide access to input plates,

or it can be lowered flush
into the table when not in
use. Connectors are avail-
able on each side of the

unit. Custom configuration is possible by
choosing alternate connectors for the stan-
dard faceplate, or fi lling six slots on each side
with sectional plates. A variety of sectional
plate connector configurations are avail-
able to populate this unit, including 15 -pin
HD (VGA -style) connectors, standard A/V
connectors, international powersockets, and
a variety of snap -in port connectors that can

be used in the dual snap -
in portsectional plate. Ideal

Quick, Low -Cost Cures For
Rectifier Headaches

Retrofits wired and ready to install

www.rectifiers.com
800-649-6370

for temporary studio con-
nections and external
fo.(1 panels in a studio.
800-AI7INEX: fax 714-990-3303

www.altinex.com

solutions@attinex.com

Produce Showcase

4 Sine Systems

Algorithm creator
Eventide

' (- est

Reverb 2016: Dedicated controls and menu -free operation
in a state-of-the-art, single rack space, roadworthy chassis
are all features of this product. The system recreates the
original reverb algorithms of the Eventide SP2016 Stereo
Room, Room Reverb and High Density Plate, as well as new
enhanced versions of each algorithm designed to take
advantage of additional processing power,yielding higher
reflection density. The user interface is optimized for the
studio and for front -of -house applications. It also features
a new, enhanced version of each of the originals, which
shares the basic structure of the originals but with more
complex early reflections, higher density and finer control
of the parameters.

201-641-1200; fax 201-641-1640

www.eventide.com: postmaster@eventide.com

Compressor/limiter
PreSonus Audio Electronics
7- V
WM*

"
0.44

CL44: This four -channel compressor/limiter combines
analog circuitry with the latest in DSP sidechain technol-
ogy. The traditional compressor feature set is expanded to
include a separate brickwall limiter,compander and high-
pass sidechain filter, making it useful with digital recording
and live applications. A shared threshold potentiometer
allows the compressor and compander to work in tandem
to maintain complete control overwide variations in signal
level. The high-pass filter for the sidechain operates
completely in the digital domain from 20Hz to 20kHz. An
optical mode gives the CL44 the ability to emulate the
dynamics curves found in vintage optical limiters. Adja-
cent channel linking furthers the flexibility of the CL44.
Features include a+4/-10 audio level select switch, sidechai n
insert, balanced XLR I/O and a single TRS unbalanced I/O
for each channel.

800-750-0323; fax 225-926-8341

wvniv.presonus.com; presonus@presonuslara

Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface
 perform unattended remote broadcasts
 DTMF operated controller with relay outputs

fully programmable output on any key press
 momentary and/or maintained relay outputs

four logic inputs with programmable output

 balanced audio input and output with ALC

615.228.3500
mjimmation: WWW.SifleSySteMS.COT

Internet newsroom link
Burli Software
Virtual newsroom: This application links
news workstations across distances. To
send a story to a different location, a user
clicks on the story and drags and drops it
onto the name of the remote location. Users
can share wire copy, scripts, faxes, email,
rundowns and full broadcast -quality audio.
Users can conduct a search of a remote
bureau, read assignments from home or
remote locations and grab clips from the
archive remotely. Supports MP3, MP2 and
linear audio and includes FTP support.

604-684-3140: fax 604-684-4160

www.budi.com: info@burb.com
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rfSoftware, Inc. -

communications solutions --

..,':n11111,11-6-111 71, IN

nvesti a of Version 2
LongletRice, USGS Maps, & a whole lot more!

Aiwa AV Lc k;Se:

Circuit SubAudiblE Solutions

ThE SUB -03
Subaudible Tone Decoder

You can use the newly redesigned Sub -03
to automate your network feeds or take the
guess work out of when to cut away from
networks. The decoder listens to your
audio source and gives you dry contact
closures from any service that sends
subaudible tones, including satellite
receivers. RPUs and POTS frequency
extenders. The decoder's relay contacts
interface easily with your automation
system. The Sub -03 is a reliable and
inexpensive problem solver. The
Sub -03 can be ordered set for 50/75Hz
operation. Rack mount option available.

.'t "1

ThE SEN-6
SubaudiblE Tone Encoder

The SEN-6 is a single channel subaudible tone
encoder with integral audio filtering that can
produce 25Hz, 35Hz and combination tones from
external closures. 50Hz & 75Hz tones can also be
generated*. A special test mode and output lets
you set tone insertion levels without having to
send the tones over the regular program path.
The encoder can be jumper -set for precise tone
duration. Tunable notch filters remove subaudible
content from program material prior to tone
insertion. Includes LED indicators for power,
input set, output clipping and tone generation.

For complete information about all of our products, including downloadable tech manuals,
brochures and pricing for all of our products, visit our website at www.ciricuitwerkes.com.

CircuitWErkEs. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th Street. Gainesville. Florida 32609. USA. 352-335-6555
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AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

DDA106-XLR(1X6).DDA112-BNC(1X12)

DOA112-XLR(1X12)DDA124-BNC(1X24)
CIDA206-XUR (Dual 1X6)DDA212-BNC (Dual1X12)

DXA112-XLR (1x12)DXA124-BNC (1x24)

. 4

Accepts sample rates from 27 to 96kHz
Transformer balanced inputs
Data reclocking and regeneration
Adjustable input cable equalization
Loop-thru inputs w/switchable terminations
Sample rate, Status and Error indicators
Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs

I' I
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicated tosoundengurering
ATI328W. Maple Avenue* Horsham, PA 19044

800-959-W07215-443-0330
Fax:215-443-0394

littp://wvAvatiguys.can
Free BrozhireAvailable Upon Request

gaidiWgvw
26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1

stereo .WAV files with all the
song data embedded.

11 basic libraries available
with same day shipping.

Also available in GoldDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
GoldWAV or GoldDrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldOisc library
for half price.

fm CENTURY
GoidDisr - Srildnrive - GoldWAV

The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.com
972.406.6800 TMCUTMCentury.com

RF PARTS'
COMPANY

 Audio
1 Industrial

 Broadcast
1 Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor  RFP  Eimac
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

l'hone 740-593-3 1 50 GORN1Ati-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF

INN
Ecuok:
tv:1-',F:

I
e

FP
, It

F-!

'18 'CIP

control
via a phone line

t7s2?rST

I Int

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encixier-decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlieh.com E-mail: jimgligorman-redlich.com

Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios. crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of

broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound better!

011446111111.0111

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

LBA Turvole '."
Folded Unipole Systems

Diplexer. T-Iplexer and
Phasor Systems

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 I Fax 252-752-9155
Email Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

1/Bay Country
"BROADCAST EQUIPMENT'

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. com  e-mail info@baycountry.com

THE HYATT AUDIO COMPROC 2.0

Experience a new level of loudness and separation.

For those who demand total market control without sacrificing quality.

Distortion Free
!Dud
Clear

Composite
Processing Power

Hyatt Audio Don't just hear it, FEEL it
(719) 241.6225 Call fora decler near you

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CC NSULTING SOFTWARE

Longley-Rke over 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases...and more!

V1SrOrd LIE I MIMIt I ari ril
1,1d,ISI t 0111171111111.41101, Software

Arid Engineering Consulting

oft
800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com
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REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALSO

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

$
111111I7IIIIIll

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

WWW.
beradio.coni

SupEttiotz,Bwadecat P Let
Solid State FM Transmitters

11111111

11111111

8,000 watt 44,990.00
4,000 watts 24,990.1)0
2,000 watt 12,990.00
1,000 watt 7,000.00
500 watt 4,000.00
250 watt 2,500.00
100 watt 1,900.00

Solid State
2,000 watt
1,000 watt
500 watt
250 watt
100 watt

FM Amplifiers
12,000.00
6,000.00
3,000.00
1,750.00
1,250.00

FM STL
Transmitter and Receiver

" C:1 " mnnum
M111111111rr .

4  fun
1:7I

I4 ; 41 t

Both Transmitter and Receiver
$3.500.00

High Performance
FM Transmitters

_ Grounded Grid
- Models Feature
Ink  Solid State High

Performance Exciter
'  Solid State Driver

11"-:011111111111  Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor DrivenTuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available

our -  LED Read out on....-- front panel shows
operating parameters

Fall Specia Limited time offer
10,000 watt Transmitter 518,990.00

Broadband FM Antennas
Ideal for Digital or
multa station operation

Circular polarization - DC ground for
lightning protection - mounts directly to

tower leg - Power input 4,000 watts per bay
Priced as low as 795 00 for a single bay
Multi bay operation up to eight bays

17194 Preston Rd. Suite 123-297 Dallas, TX 75248 Ph 972/473-2577 800/279-3326
Fax 972,473-2578 8001644-5958 e-mail jjoynt ci,supenorbroadcast.corn website superiorbroadcast.com

Racily
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

The latest radio technology headlines delivered to you via
e-mail every week.

 This Week in History
 Information from the Radio calendar
 Conference and convention schedules

The Radio e-mail newsletter offers an easy -to -read
format that links to the complete stories.

Subscribe to the
e-mail newsletter online at www.beradio.com.
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Transcom Corporation
AM b FM Transmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom@fmamtv.corn

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2 5kW 1978 Collins 83102
3kW
3.5kW
5kW
10kW
10kW
20kW
20kW
20kW
25kW

25kW

25kW
30kW
40kW

50kW

1996 QEI Quantum
1985 BE FM 3.5A
1985 Harris FM5K
1988 BE FM 10A
1980 Harris FM 10K
1982 Harris FM2OK
1978 Collins 831G2
1989 QEI FMQ20.0008
1997 CCA 25.000G
(single phase)
1980 CSI T -25 -FA
(Amplifier Only)
1982 Harris FM25K
1984 BE FM30
1978 2 -RCA BTF 20E1
(combined)
1982 Harris Combiner
w/auto exciter-transmiter
switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
400wt 1991 Nautel P400

(solid state)
5kW 1982 Harris MW5A
5/10kW 1982 Continental 316F
50kW 1985 Continental 317C2
50kW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 60

NEW TV - VHF
10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1.000 watt

250 watt

NEW TV - UHF
10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1,000 watt
250 watt

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
BE FX30 Exciter

Continental 802B Exciter
Nicom NT20. 20 watt Exciter
Belar AMM3 Mod. Monitor
Denon 720R Cassette Recorder
Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo
Inovonics AM Stereo Processor,

Model 250-01

Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch.
Model RFC8-1

Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901.
Digital. 2 Tower

Potomac Phase Monitor AM19.
2 Tower

Potomac TU-16 Remote Control

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

wo-42111:1-017.1**

800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com
aa -761

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog #614
May 2003 - July 2003

SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVES

INTERCONNECTS

MOUSERELECTRONICS tti
www.mousercom (800) 346-6873

If lightning strikes on, your
tower are casing

elf/Owe damage and lost
air time - Me cost of a

Otati-Cat system may be
recovered during yomr first

lightning season,

www.cortanacorpor
ation .com

AFFORDABLE
-- R

LIGHTNING
PROT

GED
toN

The Otati-Cat
Lightemg &eve/ft/off gysteni

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAIN_ESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

Ciarrina
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337
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Our client list continues to grow.
We would like to Thank -You

. for your confidence and your
MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX AMX,

ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment.... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

The AES-302 Digital Audio
Switcher/Distribution System

Two Input Switcher
Automatic or Manual Switching
Optional Silence Sensor
Status Monitor with Memory
Front Panel Headphone Jack
High Quality 24 bit 96 KHz D A Converter

Introducing the next generation digital audio switcher from
BDI. Now you can have complete confidence in your signal
path with the AES-302. Feed main and back up AES streams
to the inputs and the selected feed is routed to four digital
outputs and an analog stereo output. If a fault occurs, the
automatic switcher selects the alternate feed. There is
extensive front panel error and operational status and a
headphone jack for confidence monitoring. The AES-302 has a
remote control interface for easy attachment to remote control
systems. The AES-302 is future proof too. The digital compo-
nents mount to a plug in pc board which can be upgraded in
the future should digital audio standards be enhanced or your
requirements change. Call your local broadcast equipment
dealer to order. Call us or visit our website for detailed
information.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916

Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com
bdi

So...what's your "Plan B" ?

NI Pla

a

Plan B and the new Plan B Plus
keep things on the level whenever

Murphy delivers a new twist.

 digital silence sensor / passive audio switcher
 continuous, high -quality backup audio
.Dice remote control, listen line and more
 ready -to -install / 5 -year warranty

B Plus adds an cyta level of protection

ly switches to a secondary live feed
s ford aling ISE N coders, etc

r or v sit
r rr 111111=111111 , 

io Wo-ks 1 888 3EAUDIO

 4 --
Award-Winrin ASBPE

May 200E 2,civer

Raiff°
1.1.1:1101.C1.401.00V lAD14

The only industry
publication that's written
by radio professionals -
for radio professionals.

The ASBPE award -winning editorial
staff*, led by Chriss Scherer and
featuring Harry Martin, John Battison
and Kevin McNamara, reports
monthly on critical updates that keep
you current in an ever -evolving
industry.

If you miss an issue of Radio magazine.
you'll pass up valuable peer -to -peer
advice regarding:

New p-oduct previews;
User reports:
Facility showcases:
Installation projects:
FCC updates, and
Application examples, so you get
the most from industry tools.

Don't miss out!
Subscribe to Radio magazine today.

To start your FREE subscription with the
rad c industry's community resource for

radio technology, go to www.beradio.com
and click on "Subscriptions."

Radio magazi to - The Radio Technology Leader
'Flak ewa',1s nTiL. a ,.open ir_r
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Nexus Broadcast
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $179
250 W Exciter $2993 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusbroadcast.com
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 08 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANIINN.\S. \('.
(817)-336-4351

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

AUDIOARTS
Broadcast Equipment
Customized Automation Systems
Complete Systems Integration
Quality Pre-Ownec Equ pment
Pre -Wiring Packages
Complete Engineering Services/Or T

C,

Your Ultimate Solution.

Lightner Electronics
(814) 239-8323
Toll Free: 866-239-388E

ision

.411

1:111

www.LightnerElectronics.com 0 ti

Marketplace Section
for ad rates

Call Jennifer Shafer at 800-896-9939

co33
=..
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For Sale Professional Services

MI TM SPACEWISE®
'The Price and Quality leader...

In Broadcast Studio Furniture!"

Affordably customized systems in several price ranges.
Professional (Duality furniture shop construction.

components. real woods. and premium laminates Built to
order and easy to assemble. Economically and safely

delivered crated to you, MY PAY MORE ELSEWHERE'
25+ YEARS OF RADIO BROADCAST EXPERIENCE
GOES INTO THE DESIGN OF OUR PRODUCTS,

CALL US -800-775-3660
SEE US-WN.SPACEWISE COM

AcousticsFirst
T=re 8 8 8- 7 6 5-2 9 0 0

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

The website for radio technology

Ra

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Structural Analysis

Csa
.ich, Inc

7 7;7 Gardner Road
Chandler. IN 47610

1812) 925-6000
www ERtinc corn

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services

Applied Wireless, Inc
providing options

ApolbdWireless
Kevin McNamara
President .1 CEO

PO Bo. 926
New Market MD 21774

301 865 1011
In. 301 865 4422
smallkemmcGappbedwaelessonc corn

www apolledwirelessonc corn

.. 06

't BELT LINE

: SUITE 160

. ADDISON

TEXAS

ri 7S001
972766I -S222

www rbdg corn

RUSS EIERfiER DESIfiN GROUP

 PICCROING MC BROADCAST HOUR DESIGN

ARNITICTUREATEIDORS Ice KOUSTICAl SPACES

 ROOM tiOUSKS AND SOIJNO 501.ATCN

NOISE AND IIBRAT1ON CONTROL

READ
ALL

AllOUT
IT!

sOl IFT. OF BRO4.I)CAST FNIM.FFRS

SBE Members
can purchase

technical books
at up to

20% off retail
winr.sbe.org  (317)846.9000

A PRIMEDIA
Publication

THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER %WM Male=
radocmpilmeiaboduess.com
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Mark Krieger. CBT, Contract Engineering

Russ Berger, Broadcast Acoustics
Donald L Markley, P.E., Transmission Facilities
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Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for Radio.

This month: Field Repo -t, page 42.

Christian Arnaut
Broadcast IT

Operations
WJR/WDVD/

WDRQ
Det.-iot

Arnaut got his start
in radio in 1988
after graduating from
the Specs Howard

School of Broadcast Arts. Since then, he has
worked for more than 30 stations as a staff
engineer, chief engineer or maintenance
contractor. His personal goal has always
been to continue learning new technologies,
and he was afforded this opportunity when he
was promoted to his current position. He now
focuses on digital audio systems and develop-
ing new ways to apply new technologies to his
stations' facilities.
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Sign Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
Designed specifically for broadcast pro-

duction,the Fostex Foundation 2000LS ran-
dom access recorder/editor featured the

VD as

..-.

speed, ease of use and audio quality of its
predecessor, the Foundation 2000.

The Foundation 2000LS offered a dedi-
cated user interface with touch -screen
display, real-time operation, event -based

Sample and Hold
Consumer Acceptance of Digital Radio

How interested are you in an automobile digital
radio that provides CD -quality

sound and the ability to display
information if the cost of the digital

radio was included in your
monthly car payment?

Not at all Intereqed Very interested
13% 20%

Somewhat
uninterested

Neither interested Somewhat intere.te,1
or untinterested 39%

20%

Sample base: 1,118 men and women with an even age, gender and
income distribution.

Source: el3rain Market Research - Digital and Satellite Radio Mini Study -

March 2003

editing, waveform display and expandability to a full
Foundation 2000 at any time.

In an ad from our September 1994 issue, the unit was
touted by one user as having"audio scrubbing is so clean,
you'll swear you're rocking reels." This piece of equip-
ment was advertised as costing less than $15,000 in the
Fall of 1994.

In the mid -90s, digital editing technology was still in an
infant stage. Dedicated workstations, such as the Founda-
tion 2000LS, were leading the way because PC -based
systems did not yet have the horsepower to provide an
affordable system. Also, many users were still attached to
ree-to-reel editing mentalities and preferred the familiar
controller interface.

That was then

In January 1922, Bamberger's Department Store in New-
ark, NJ, decided to create a radio station as an indirect
promotional gimmick for the store. The idea was to help
sell the new wireless radio sets the store stocked.

The store got a license for the station from the Federal
Wireless Commission in Washington, DC. It received a
license for WOR to operate on 360 meters, powered by a
250W transmitter. With this power,the station could broad-
cast for several hundred miles. The studio and transmitter
were located in the Bamberger's department store.

On Feb. 22,1922, the station went on the air. On April 6,
1922, the transmitter was moved to the roof. Two 65 -foot
masts linked by an eight -wire antenna also improved
operations. The staff functioned as engineers and air
personalities and, in between, the staff sold radios.

Today, WOR is one of the active proponents of IBOC.
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WHEATSTONE D-4000
DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE

Based on the technical architecture of our popular 0-5000, this new
D -Series console is totally modular, offering features to satisfy the most
demanding engineers -but at a lower price point than its predecessors.

 Hot -swap design
 Four stereo mix buses
 Six pointer -style true VU meters
 Any mix of digital and analog inputs
 AES and balanced analog outputs
 Choice of master clock rates

Lip to 4 mix -minus outputs using SPD-4000 phone remote modules
 24 bit A -to -D conversion on analog inputs
 A/B source switching witn fully independent logic and machine ccntrol

 Mode selection on stereo inputs
 Low profile drop-througl- counter design
 Multiple stuaio outputs with talkback interrupt

Wheatstone has more digital audio experience than most of our competition combined.
The D-4000 is a truly high performance, reliable console that will make your transition to
digital a pleasure. Benefit f-om our expertise-CHOOSE WHEATSTONE-the Digital Audio
Leaders!

copyright 2003 by Wheatstone Corporofton salesaiwheofstone corn /fel 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.com



GET BIG ROUTER FEATURES ON A
SMALL ROUTER BUDGET!

Based on WHEATSTONE's highly acclaimed BRIDGE IECHNOLOGY. the new AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
ADR-32 brirgs your studio trouble free mixed signal switching. You can choose from a combination of AES
digital (with 24 -bit SRCs) or 24 -bit A -to -D input cards as well as a combination of analog and digital output
cards to help keep this system future -proof. Since all sigrals are routed entirely in the digital domain.
crosstalk is eliminated. The ADR has a built-in monitor speaker (w/level control and external output) and
supports both 485 and Ethernet hardware controllers. h comes with WHEATSTONE'S highly acclaimed
X -Point software that lets you configure. protect and Atagrate the system with our own consoies and third
party automation systems.

BENEFIT from our extensive technology
base; choose the Audioarts ADR-32 from
Wheatstone-the digital audio leaders'

=------":".(AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857sales@wneatstone.com Vle VV loSie _ L./ di C:3 4:27 tS _ net

copyright 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation


